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Abstract
In this dissertation, we present our research on the Art Gallery Problem (AGP), one of
the most investigated problems in Computational Geometry. The AGP, which is a known
NP-hard problem, consists in finding the minimum number of guards sufficient to ensure
the visibility coverage of an art gallery represented as a polygon. In the version of the
problem treated in this work, usually called Art Gallery Problem with Point Guards, the
guards can be placed anywhere in the polygon and the objective is to cover the whole
region, which may or not have holes.
We studied how to apply Computational Geometry concepts and algorithms as well
as Integer Programming techniques in order to solve the AGP to optimality. This work
culminated in the creation of a new algorithm for the AGP, whose idea is to iteratively
generate upper and lower bounds for the problem through the resolution of discretized
versions of the AGP, which are reduced to instances of the Set Cover Problem.
The algorithm was implemented and tested on more than 2800 instances of different
sizes and classes of polygons. The technique was able to solve in minutes more than
90% of all instances considered, including polygons with thousands of vertices, greatly
increasing the set of instances for which exact solutions are known. To the best of our
knowledge, in spite of the extensive study of the AGP in the last four decades, no other
algorithm has shown the ability to solve the AGP as effectively as the one described here.
ix

Resumo
Nesta dissertac¸a˜o, apresentamos nossa pesquisa sobre o Problema da Galeria de Arte
(AGP), um dos problemas mais estudados em Geometria Computacional. O AGP, que
e´ um problema NP-dif´ıcil, consiste em encontrar o nu´mero mı´nimo de guardas suficiente
para garantir a cobertura visual de uma galeria de arte representada por um pol´ıgono. Na
versa˜o do problema tratada neste trabalho, usualmente chamada de Problema da Galeria
de Arte com Guardas-Ponto, os guardas podem ser posicionados em qualquer lugar do
pol´ıgono e o objetivo e´ cobrir toda a regia˜o, que pode ou na˜o conter buracos.
No´s estudamos como aplicar conceitos e algoritmos de Geometria Computacional, bem
como Te´cnicas de Programac¸a˜o Inteira, com a finalidade de resolver o AGP de forma
exata. Este trabalho culminou na criac¸a˜o de um novo algoritmo para o AGP, cuja ideia
e´ gerar, de forma iterativa, limitantes superiores e inferiores para o problema atrave´s da
resoluc¸a˜o de verso˜es discretizadas do AGP, que sa˜o reduzidas a instaˆncias do Problema
de Cobertura de Conjuntos.
O algoritmo foi implementado e testado em mais de 2800 instaˆncias, de diferentes
tamanhos e classes. A te´cnica foi capaz de resolver, em minutos, mais de 90% de todas
as instaˆncias consideradas, incluindo pol´ıgonos com milhares de ve´rtices, e ampliou em
muito o conjunto de casos para os quais sa˜o conhecidas soluc¸o˜es exatas. Ate´ onde sabemos,
apesar do extensivo estudo do AGP nas u´ltimas quatro de´cadas, nenhum outro algoritmo
demonstrou a capacidade de resolver o AGP de forma ta˜o eficaz como a te´cnica aqui
descrita.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Computational Geometry (CG) is the field of Computer Science and Discrete Mathematics
dedicated to study the computational aspects of geometric problems, which involves,
among other things, the design and analysis of algorithms. Many of the problems treated
in CG are also optimization problems and, for some of these, there are known polynomial
algorithms.
On the other hand, there are many CG problems that are in the NP-hard class.
Traditionally, researchers have dealt with geometric NP-hard problems mainly using ap-
proximation algorithms. This type of approach remains widely employed to this day, as
seen in recently published works by Mitchell [29] on Watchman Routes and Bartal and
Gottlieb [4] on the Euclidean Traveling Salesman Problem (ETSP). Moreover, when the
objective is to solve problems in a practical manner, heuristics are also often applied. As
an example, a recent work by Laahover proposes a randomized Delaunay triangulation
heuristic for the Euclidean Steiner Tree Problem [27], one of the most studied problems
in the field.
Finally, it is also possible, although much less frequently, to find in the literature exact
methods for NP-hard optimization problems arising in CG. The lack of studies on exact
approaches leave unanswered the question of how difficult it is to actually solve these
problems (to optimality) in practice. The employment of exact techniques in other areas,
such as in Operations Research (OR), has already achieved proven success, which can be
seen in the resolution of well known OR problems, such as the Traveling Salesman Problem
(TSP) and the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP). In these cases, experiments showed the
possibility of solving instances of very large size in a reasonable amount of time (see [3]
and [20]). To achieve these outcomes, the use of Integer Linear Programming (ILP)
techniques was of great importance. The performance breakthrough obtained by ILP
solvers in recent years has enabled effective and efficient solutions to NP-hard problems.
1
2 Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 The Problem
In 1973, Victor Klee proposed a new geometric puzzle, which basically consisted in an-
swering how many guards would be sufficient to ensure that an art gallery (represented
by a polygon) be fully guarded, assuming that a guard’s field of view covers 360 degrees
as well as an unbounded distance limited only by the walls of the gallery. This question
became known as the Art Gallery Problem (AGP) and, in the course of time, turned
into one of the most investigated problems in computational geometry. The breadth of
this research can be perceived from the many important works that appeared, including
O’Rourke’s classical book [30], a recent text by Ghosh on visibility algorithms [22] and
surveys by Shermer in 1992 [31] and Urrutia in 2000 [35].
It is easy to see that by varying the concept of visibility, changing what constitutes a
coverage or even by pre-defining a discrete set of guard candidates, we are led to a number
of variations of the AGP. In the original problem, often called the Art Gallery Problem
with Point Guards, the objective is to completely cover the interior of the input gallery
using guards that may be positioned anywhere in the polygon, which is why they are
also referred to as point guards. Meanwhile, in the Art Gallery Problem with Fixed Guard
Candidates (AGPFC), a viable solution consists of a set guards that guarantee surveillance
of the entire polygon while having their placement restricted to a finite number of pre-
defined potential positions in the polygon. If only guards on vertices (vertex guards) are
allowed, we have the AGP variant known as the Art Gallery Problem with Vertex Guards
(AGPV). In contrast, consider the Art Gallery Problem with Witnesses (AGPW) that asks
for a set of guards able to observe merely a given finite set of points inside the polygon,
while guard placement may be unrestricted.
In order to illustrate the original AGP, consider the campus of the University of Camp-
inas (UNICAMP), shown in Figure 1.1. Imagining the streets of the university as the
interior of a polygon, we are led to the representation of the campus presented in the top
picture of Figure 1.2.
Now, suppose that the president of the university needs to prepare an edict for a public
bidding in which cameras will be purchased to guard the streets of the campus and, for
this purpose, wants to know the smallest sufficient number of cameras to be acquired. In
this situation, assuming that cameras can be positioned anywhere on the streets, what
would the smallest number of cameras be and where should they be placed to completely
cover this area (polygon)? In Figure 1.2, an optimal solution using 57 cameras is shown
for this case.
Besides the natural application just described, the study and resolution of the AGP and
its variations may also be of value in other areas. Consider, for instance, an application
where one seeks to place the smallest number of nodes forming a sensor network that
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Figure 1.1: Satellite photo of UNICAMP.
covers an area under the restriction that the viewing range is limited (in angle and in
depth). Similarly, a robot equipped with a 3D scanner (of bounded range) may be used
to map out a building floor, a plaza or an entire town. The problem of minimizing the
number of scan positions is also a straightforward variation of the AGP (see [7]).
In this dissertation, we will show how to solve some of these versions of the AGP and
how the resolution of such variants can help to solve the original problem. Before that,
we present a brief review of the literature in the context in which our work is situated.
1.2 Related Work
After Klee’s proposition of the AGP, the efforts first focused on the theoretical analysis
of the problem. As early as 1975, Chva´tal proved that bn/3c guards are always sufficient
and sometimes necessary for covering a simple polygon of n vertices. Roughly a decade
later, Lee and Lin proved the NP-hardness of the AGP for vertex guards [28]. The case
of point guards is also known to be NP-hard, as proved by Aggarwal et al. in 1988 [1].
On the algorithmic side, several techniques have been proposed for different variants of
the problem, including approximation algorithms, heuristics and even some exact meth-
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Figure 1.2: Representation of UNICAMP Campus (top); an optimal guard positioning
(bottom).
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ods. Figure 1.3 shows a timeline of the major recent algorithmic achievements for the
problem.
Figure 1.3: Timeline including the major recent algorithmic achievements for the AGP.
As shown in Figure 1.3, Ghosh, in 1987 [21] (and in a revised version in 2010 [23]),
proposed a log n-approximation algorithm for the AGP with vertex or edge guards. The
idea, also exploited in more recent works for exact algorithms, was to reduce the AGP
to the Set Cover Problem (SCP) and to apply an already known approximation for the
SCP. Further approximation results are found in Eidenbenz’s work [18], which describes
algorithms designed for several variations of terrain guarding problems.
On the other hand, in 2007, Amit et al. [2] presented a series of heuristic techniques
for the AGP based on greedy strategies and methods that employ polygon partition.
According to the authors, some of these algorithms, specially the greedy ones, achieved
good results for a large set of instances and, in many cases, optimal solutions. Basically,
the idea of the greedy heuristics was to iteratively select new guards based on some cost
ranking, which changes over the iterations.
In Figure 1.3, it is possible to see two major contributions by Bottino and Laurentini
of the last few years [9, 10]. The first one, from 2008 [9], consisted in an algorithm for
the Edge Covering Problem (EC), a variant of the AGP where the objective is to cover
only the walls of an art gallery, being unnecessary to watch the whole interior. The
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method proposed obtains viable solutions for EC by solving instances of the Integer Edge
Covering Problem (IEC), a similar version with one additional restriction that any edge
of the polygon must be entirely seen by one of the guards selected. At the end of each
iteration of the EC resolution, the cardinality of the current guard set is compared to a
lower bound and if the gap equals zero, the solution is returned as optimal.
The most recent work by these authors on this subject was published in 2011 [10] and
contains a heuristic for the original AGP. The idea was to adapt the solution produced
by the EC solver [9] so it can also be viable for the AGP. The algorithm achieved good
results and was compared with Amit et al.’s approach in [10]. From the comparison, it
was shown that the method by Bottino and Laurentini usually behaves better.
Recently, however, the search for algorithms that are able to find provably optimal
solutions for specific formulations has intensified. In this line, we highlight the work by
Couto et al. on the AGPV, where only vertex guards are allowed. Their first work, from
2007 [15], presented an exact algorithm for solving orthogonal polygons, which was then
extended in 2009 [13, 14] to treat all classes of hole-free polygons. The iterative technique
developed was guaranteed to converge to an optimal solution and, while the maximum
number of iterations was proven to be polynomial in the number of vertices in the worst
case, actual convergence happened after just a few iterations. The first interesting insight
was to show that the infinite points of the polygon to be watched could be discretized
into a finite set of points, called witnesses. The AGPV, having a finite set of potential
locations for guards and a finite number of witnesses to be covered, can be reduced to a
sequence of SCP instances that are solved to optimality using an Integer Programming
solver. These instances start off with a small subset of witnesses and additional witnesses
are included whenever the previous solution is not viable for the original instance. An
alternative approach consisted of including all pre-determined witnesses into a single SCP
instance and solving the problem to exactness in a single iteration. In fact, in [14], a clever
reduction of the witness set is also presented, which makes this alternative approach much
more timewise competitive. The algorithm for the AGPV was tested on more than ten
thousand polygons of various classes and, for up to 2500 vertices, optimal solutions were
attained in just a few minutes of computing time.
In 2013, we applied the technique of Couto et al. [14] as a tool in a new algorithm for
the AGP with Point Guards, where guards can be positioned anywhere in the polygon.
Our new algorithm, published in [34] and in [33], initially discretizes the polygon into a
witness set and then iteratively searches for new lower bounds, through the resolution
of AGPW instances, and new upper bounds, by solving the AGPFC. Both AGPW and
AGPFC instances can be reduced to the SCP, as will be described in Chapter 3, which
makes it possible to formulate the instances as ILPs and solve them using an ILP solver,
like xpress, cplex or glpk. At the end of each iteration of the algorithm, the current
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lower and upper bounds are compared and the gap between them is verified. If it is zero,
an optimal solution was found and the program halts. Otherwise, the initial discretization
is updated and the whole process starts over. The technique was tested on more than two
thousand instances from different classes and optimal solutions were obtained for a great
majority of them.
Another technique that used similar strategies in the search for exact solutions for the
AGP appears in the work by Kro¨ller et al., first published in [5] (see also [26]). In this
technique, the authors also sought to reach optimal solutions for the AGP by discretizing
the infinitely many possibilities for witnesses and guard candidates into finite sets, solving
discretized versions of the problem, which can be reduced to SCP instances as mentioned
above. In their first work [5], the main idea was to solve, at each iteration, the linear
relaxation of the primal and dual formulations of an SCP instance, producing upper and
lower bounds for the original problem. This method adds new witnesses and guards
at each iteration, until convergence is achieved or a maximum time frame is exceeded.
Although converging on some instances, the method was unable to find integer optimal
solutions in the majority of cases.
In 2012, the same authors modified the initial algorithm, aiming at a better optimality
rate. In this work, a group of new restrictions (facets) of the discretized AGP (or SCP, for
that matter) was included in the dual formulation, in order to improve the lower bound
computed. Moreover, the new technique employed IP heuristics to find viable solutions for
the AGP and, consequently, better upper bound values. The resulting algorithm, which
was presented in [19], was tested and obtained better results than the previous version.
Finally, last year, the authors of [34, 33] along with those of [5, 19] worked together
to produce a Survey paper focused on algorithms for the AGP [17]. In this joint work, we
presented optimized versions of the previous implementations and were able to test and
compare them also with older techniques. We discuss the major results obtained in this
survey in Section 4.5.2.
This brief summary of the state of the art on algorithms for the AGP sets the stage
for describing the contributions that this dissertation brings forth.
1.3 Our Contribution
In this dissertation, we detail a new robust method for solving the Art Gallery Prob-
lem with Point Guards. Our new algorithm, which had already been presented in the
papers [34, 33], iteratively solves discretized versions of the AGP (AGPW and AGPFC)
making use of ILP solvers to quickly obtain new lower and upper bounds for the problem,
until an optimal solution is found or a timeout is reached.
The technique was tested in different opportunities and, as seen in Section 4.4, it
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lead to good results. In total, 2880 publicly available instances with sizes reaching 5000
vertices were tested and the method achieved an optimality rate of more than 90%, which
means a significant improvement over all previously published techniques.
Furthermore, due to the success of our implementation, we have recently released a
free source version of our code in the project website [16]. This action is a milestone in
the quest for practical solvers for the AGP, since, to our knowledge, it is the first time
that an implementation with verified efficiency is made publicly available. Hopefully, this
will be a catalyst in the search for new techniques to the problem and an incentive for
other experimentation projects.
1.4 Text Organization
This dissertation is organized as follows. The concepts, definitions and theorems neces-
sary to understand the algorithm to be described are presented in the next chapter. In
Chapter 3, the technique we developed is explained in detail. Chapter 4 focus on how the
algorithm was implemented, on the environment and instances used for testing and also
on the most significant results obtained, including a comparison with other state of art
techniques. Finally, some conclusions are presented in Chapter 5, as well as some ideas
for future research on the Art Gallery Problem.
Chapter 2
Preliminaries
Before digging into the algorithm and its particulars, it is necessary to fully understand
some important concepts, being they in the computational geometry field or part of
combinatorial optimization. In the next sections, the background related to the Art
Gallery Problem and our solver is explained.
2.1 Computational Geometry
The objective of the AGP is to watch over an art gallery, which may be represented as
a simple polygon or as a polygon with holes. A simple polygon consists of straight, non-
intersecting line segments that are joined pair-wise to form a closed path. The set of
vertices V contains all points where consecutive segments are joined. Figure 2.1 displays
examples of simple and non-simple polygons. On the other hand, a polygon with holes Ph
can be described using a simple polygon Pb as the outer boundary and a set of m disjoint
simple polygons H1, H2, ..., Hm totally contained inside Pb as the holes. In this case, Ph
consists in the set Pb − ⋃mi=1Hi. Two examples of polygons with holes are displayed in
Figure 2.2. In addition to these general types, some polygons may receive special names
due to other characteristics. It is the case of the so called orthogonal polygons, which are
simple polygons where all edges are parallel to the x-axis or y-axis (see the bottom left
polygon in Figure 2.1 for an example).
A vertex in a polygon can also receive a special name depending on the angle between
its two incident edges with the interior of the polygon. If this angle is less than 180◦,
than the vertex is called convex. Otherwise, it is a reflex vertex. Figure 2.3 presents some
examples. Note that, in the case of a hole Hi, the convex vertices of Hi are actually reflex
in relation to the entire polygon Ph. Obviously, the reverse is also true for reflex vertices.
In the AGP, we say that a position is surveilled (watched, guarded or covered) by a
guard g if this position is visible to g. The concept of visibility can be described as follows:
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Figure 2.1: Simple polygons (left); non-simple polygons (right).
Figure 2.2: Polygons with holes.
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Figure 2.3: Convex (purple) and reflex (blue) vertices.
two points in a polygon P are visible to each other if the line segment that joins them
does not intersect the exterior of P . Thereafter, the visibility polygon of a point p ∈ P ,
denoted by Vis(p), is the set of all points in P that are visible from p. The edges of Vis(p)
are called visibility edges and are said to be proper for p if they are not contained in any
edges of P . Figure 2.4 illustrates the concept of visibility.
Figure 2.4: Two points visible (green) and two other that are not visible (red) to each
other (left); the visibility polygon of a point (right).
After defining visibility, the next step is to define the coverage of a given region. Given
a finite set S of points in P , a covered (respectively, uncovered) region induced by S in P
is a maximal connected region in ∪
p∈S
Vis(p) (respectively, P − ∪
p∈S
Vis(p)). Knowing this,
we say that S fully covers the polygon P if the covered region induced by S in P equals
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P . In addition, we can also define CU(S) as a set containing exactly one interior point of
each uncovered region induced by S.
Figure 2.5: The arrangement induced by a finite set S of points (left); the set S and its
covered (light green) and uncovered (white) regions (right).
Moreover, the geometric arrangement defined by the visibility edges of the points in
S, denoted Arr(S), partitions P into a collection of closed polygonal faces called Atomic
Visibility Polygons or simply AVPs. Clearly, the edges of an AVP are either portions of
edges of P or portions of proper visibility edges of points of S. Denote by Cf ⊂ S the set
of points in S that cover an AVP f . Define a partial order ≺ on the faces of Arr(S) as
follows. Given two AVPs f and f ′, we say that f ≺ f ′ if and only if Cf ⊂ Cf ′ . We call f
a shadow AVP (light AVP) if f is minimal (maximal) with respect to ≺. Applying these
concepts, it is possible to define CL(S) as a set containing exactly one point within each
light face of Arr(S) and VL(S) as the set of all vertices of light AVPs. Figures 2.5 and 2.6
illustrate these concepts.
It is worth noticing that there may be degenerate cases of shadow and light AVPs.
Figure 2.7 illustrates two of these situations.
In our work, the complexity of the resulting arrangement is of great importance for
the solver’s performance. In [8], Bose et al. showed that, for the case where the set of
vertices V induces the arrangement in a simple polygon, the arrangement complexity is
Θ(|P |3). This result can be easily adapted to prove that, for a generic set S in a hole-free
polygon P , the complexity of constructing Arr(S), as well as the number of AVPs in the
arrangement, is Θ(|S|2 · |P |). In the general situation, where P can have holes, we did not
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Figure 2.6: The arrangement induced by S with the light (blue) (left); and shadow (red)
AVPs (right).
Figure 2.7: A point (left) and an edge (right) (both represented in magenta) which are,
at the same time, light and shadow AVPs.
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find any complexity results in literature. However, as we have O(|S| · |P |) visibility edges
in the polygon, in the worst case, considering that all of them intersect, we will have a
final complexity of O(|S|2 · |P |2).
2.2 Integer Programming
Recall that in Section 1.2 we reported that Ghosh’s approximation technique [21] employs
a reduction of a discrete version of the AGP to the Set Cover Problem (SCP). A similar
reduction is also used in the method developed in this Master’s project. Therefore, it
is important to know the best ways to solve an SCP instance, since the performance of
the technique chosen to accomplish this task can have a great influence in the overall
performance of our AGP solver.
The SCP is one of the most famous combinatorial problems. Given a set of elements
U , called Universe, and a set A containing subsets of U , the SCP asks for the minimum
number of sets from A whose union equals U . As proved by Karp in 1972, the Set Cover
Problem is NP-complete [25], which means that obtaining an algorithm with polynomial
worst-case complexity is not possible, unless P = NP. Nevertheless, in practice, a good
option for solving an SCP instance is to model the problem as an Integer Linear Program
(ILP), even though the cost of solving a general ILP is theoretically exponential. Today,
several ILP solvers are capable of finding optimal solutions for large SCP instances, with
thousands of variables and constraints, in just a few seconds or minutes. Below the classic
ILP model for the SCP is given.
min
∑
s∈A
xs
s.t.
∑
s∈A
e∈s
xs ≥ 1, ∀e ∈ U
xs ∈ {0, 1}, ∀s ∈ A
In the model, the variable xs has value 1 if the set s is chosen to be part of the resulting
collection of subsets and 0 otherwise. The objective is to minimize the sum of variables
xs, which actually means to minimize the number of sets selected from A. Finally, the
set of constraints presented in the model ensures that, for every element e ∈ U , at least
one of subsets containing e is chosen, which gives rise to a viable solution.
Although ILP solvers are normally a good choice for solving SCP instances, there
are cases where their use may not be so efficient. In these situations, a technique that
can take advantage of particular characteristics of the problem can behave better and be
used to improve the ILP solver’s performance. In our AGP solver, we implemented some
techniques with this purpose.
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One well tested method to find good viable solutions for SCP instances and that
was implemented in this project is a Lagrangian Heuristic. The heuristic implemented
is based on the work by Beasley [6], which, among other results, presents a Lagrangian
Relaxation for the SCP. The idea of the relaxation is to move all coverage constraints
into the objective function and use penalties ue (for each constraint), the Lagrangian
Multipliers (LM), resulting in the following Lagrangian Primal Problem (LPP):
z(u) = min
∑
s∈A
xs +
∑
e∈U
ue
1−∑
s∈A
e∈s
xs

xs ∈ {0, 1},∀s ∈ A
After this step, the LPP (with no actual constraints) can be solved by inspection. It
is well-known that the optimum of this problem gives a lower bound for the original SCP
instance. The new quest is to find the values for the LM (the ue variables) that maximize
this lower bound. The optimization problem of finding the best Lagrangian Multipliers
is called the Lagrangian Dual Problem (LDP):
Z = max z(u)
ue ≥ 0, ∀e ∈ U.
A classical approach to tackle the LDP is to apply the subgradient method (c.f., [6]),
an algorithm in which the LM values are updated iteratively using a subgradient of the
objective function. This way, at each iteration, a new LPP instance is solved and, based on
this result, we apply a primal heuristic, which attempts to find a good viable solution for
the original SCP instance. The primal heuristic consists in a greedy procedure that uses
the Lagrangian costs obtained during the last LPP resolution to define which candidates
will be selected to join the new viable solution (see [6] for more details). In summary,
at each iteration, a new lower bound for the SCP is obtained from the LPP resolution
and a new upper bound is obtained by the primal heuristic. In practice, the subgradient
method is stopped when either a proven optimal solution is found or a maximum number
of iterations has been reached.
Apart from the techniques employed to find viable solutions for the SCP, others can be
used to simplify the problem, before an actual solver is used. For example, after a problem
is reduced to an ILP instance, it is possible to search for redundant variables or constraints
and remove them from the original matrix. This type of operation can normally be done
quickly and may greatly minimize the size of the initial instance, probably improving the
performance of the ILP solver. In Section 3.4, we show how this can be done in the case
of the AGP.
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2.3 The Art Gallery Problem
After discussing important geometric and combinatorial concepts, it is now possible to
discuss the AGP in a more formal way.
In a geometric setting, the AGP can be restated as the problem of determining a
smallest set of points G ⊂ P such that ∪
g∈G
Vis(g) equals P . This leads to a reduction
from the AGP to the SCP, in which the points in P are the elements to be covered (set
U) and the visibility polygons of the points in P are the sets used for covering (which
compose the collection A). Accordingly, we can use this reduction to construct an ILP
formulation for the AGP:
min
∑
c∈P
xc
s.t.
∑
c∈P
w∈Vis(c)
xc ≥ 1, ∀w ∈ P
xc ∈ {0, 1}, ∀c ∈ P
However, for non-trivial cases, this formulation has an infinite number of constraints and
an infinite number of variables, rendering it of no practical benefit. A natural idea that
arises is to make at least one of these quantities finite. By fixing only the guard candidates
to be a finite set, we obtain the so-called Art Gallery Problem With Fixed Guard Candi-
dates (AGPFC). On the other hand, by restricting solely the witness set to a finite set, we
end up with the special AGP variant known as the Art Gallery Problem With Witnesses
(AGPW). In principle, in the first case, we are still left with an infinite number of con-
straints while, in the second case, we still have an infinite number of variables. However,
in order to have a tractable SCP instance, one should have both the witness and the guard
candidate sets of finite size. The AGP variant that fulfills this property is named the Art
Gallery Problem with Witnesses and Fixed Guard Candidates (AGPWFC). Examples of
these three versions of the AGP are shown in Figure 2.8. Therein, the witnesses and the
guard candidates are identified by the symbols “×” and “⊗”, respectively. Darker guard
candidates refer to guards present in an optimal solution of the corresponding problem
and, when appropriate, have their visibility polygons also depicted.
To assist in the description of the algorithm in the next chapter, we introduce here
some other useful notations. Let D and C be finite witness and guard candidate sets,
respectively. We denote the AGPW, AGPFC and AGPWFC problems defined for the
sets C and D by AGPW(D), AGPFC(C) and AGPWFC(D,C), respectively. The SCP
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Figure 2.8: An illustration of the four different variants of the Art Gallery Problem: (a)
AGP; (b) AGPFC; (c) AGPW; (d) AGPWFC.
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model associated to AGPWFC(D,C) is then
min
∑
c∈C
xc,
s.t.
∑
c∈C
w∈Vis(c)
xc ≥ 1, ∀w ∈ D,
xc ∈ {0, 1}, ∀c ∈ C.
2.4 Basic Theorems
To close this chapter, we briefly introduce the theorems that form the basis of our algo-
rithmic solution, which will be fully explained in Chapter 3. The following theoretical
results allow us to apply reductions of the AGPFC and the AGPW to the AGPWFC
(SCP) and also guarantee its usage to find correct bounds for the original AGP. It is
noteworthy that Theorems 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 are actually adaptations of results presented
in the work of Couto et al. [14], where the specific problem called AGPV (AGPFC(V ))
was treated.
Theorem 2.1. Let D be a finite subset of points in P . Then, there exists an optimal
solution for AGPW(D) in which every guard belongs to a light AVP of Arr(D).
Proof. Let G be an optimal (cardinality-wise) set of guards that covers all points in D.
Suppose there is a guard g in G whose containing face f in Arr(D) is not a light AVP. This
means that f is not maximal with respect to the order relation ≺ (see Section 2.1). In
other words, there exists a face f ′ of Arr(D) that shares an edge with f such that f ≺ f ′,
i.e., a point in f ′ sees more points of D than one in f does. An inductive argument suffices
to show that this process eventually reaches a light AVP (maximal w.r.t. ≺) wherein lies
a point that sees at least as much of D as g does, i.e., g may be replaced by a guard that
lies on a light AVP. The Theorem then follows, by induction, on the number of guards of
G.
Theorem 2.2. Let C be a finite subset of points in P . Consider the set D composed of
a point of each AVP of Arr(C). Then, G ⊆ C guards D if and only if G is a guard set
for P .
Proof. The necessity part is trivial since D ⊂ P , therefore, we focus on the proof of
sufficiency. By the construction process of Arr(C), all interior points of a given AVP
Ai are visible to the same set Si ∈ C. Otherwise, there would be an edge of Arr(C)
separating two different points in Ai, which is obviously not possible. Consequently, if a
set G guards one interior point of Ai, G directly covers the entire AVP. Thus, since the
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union of all faces of Arr(C) equals P , G can watch over the whole polygon by simply
covering one interior point within each AVP.
Theorem 2.3. Let C be a finite subset of points in P . Consider the set D composed of a
point of each shadow AVP of Arr(C). Then, G ⊆ C guards D if and only if G is a guard
set for P .
Proof. The necessity part is trivial since D ⊂ P , therefore, we focus on the proof of
sufficiency. Suppose G ⊂ C guards D, but not P . Thus, there exist regions of P that
are not covered by any of the points of G. Let R be a maximal connected region not
covered by G. Note that R is the union of (disjoint) AVPs. To prove that at least one
of those AVPs is of type shadow, notice that the entire region R is not seen by any point
in G whose proper visibility edges spawn R. If R is an AVP, it is by definition a shadow
AVP. Otherwise, there is a candidate ci ∈ C which has a proper visibility edge eci that
intersects and partitions R in two other regions. One of these regions matches the side of
eci visible from ci while the opposite one does not. Hence, through an inductive argument,
by successively partitioning R, at least one shadow AVP is bound to be contained in R
and therefore uncovered. This contradicts the hypothesis since G guards D, which is
comprised of interior points of all shadow AVPs.
Theorem 2.4. Let D and C be two finite subsets of P , so that C fully covers P . Assume
that G(D,C) is an optimal solution for AGPWFC(D,C). If G(D,C) also covers P , then
G(D,C) is an optimal solution for AGPFC(C).
Proof. Assume that G(D,C) covers P , but it is not an optimal solution for AGPFC(C).
Then, there exists G′ ⊆ C with |G′| < |G(D,C)| such that G′ is a feasible solution
for AGPFC(C), i.e., G′ covers P . This implies that G′ is also a feasible solution for
AGPWFC(D,C), contradicting the fact that G(D,C) is optimal for this problem.

Chapter 3
An Algorithm for the AGP
In this chapter, we employ the concepts and theorems presented in Chapter 2 to explain,
in details, our technique for solving the original AGP. Initially, we present a simplified and
shortened version of the algorithm and discuss the main idea proposed. After this, we dig
into the most important steps of the technique, thoroughly showing how the computation
occurs.
3.1 Sketch of the Algorithm
The core idea of our algorithm consists in computing increasing lower bounds and decreas-
ing upper bounds for the AGP until a proven optimal solution is found or a pre-established
maximum time limit is exceeded. The procedure for obtaining these bounds involves the
resolution of discretized versions of the AGP. To find a new lower bound, an AGPW
instance is solved, while in the upper bound case, an AGPFC instance in which the guard
candidate set covers the polygon is worked out. One important fact to remember is that
an optimal solution for such an instance of AGPFC is also viable for AGP, since the
AGPFC asks for a solution that guards the entire polygon. Consequently, reducing the
gap between bounds to zero means reaching an optimal solution for the original AGP.
In Algorithm 1, we summarize how our technique works. After initializing the witness
and guard candidate sets, the algorithm enters its main loop (lines 4 to 10). At each
iteration, new lower and upper bounds are computed and, if optimality has not been
proved, the witness and guard candidate sets are updated in line 8. Later we will see how
this can be done in a way that the optimality gap decreases monotonically through the
iterations. It is also worth noticing that, as we do not have a proof of convergence for the
algorithm, the parameter MAXTIME is used to limit its running time.
In the following two sections, the procedures for solving AGPW (line 5) and AGPFC
(6) instances are described in details. Subsequently, Section 3.4 describes the resolution
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Algorithm 1 AGP (Sketch)
1: Set UB← |V | and LB← 0
2: Select the initial witness set D
3: Select the initial guard candidate set C ⊇ V
4: while (UB 6= LB) and (MAXTIME not reached) do
5: Solve AGPW(D), set Gw ← optimal solution of AGPW(D) and
LB← max{LB, |Gw|}
6: Solve AGPFC(C), set Gf ← optimal solution of AGPFC(C) and
UB← min{UB, |Gf |}
7: if (UB 6= LB) then
8: Update D and C
9: end if
10: end while
11: return Gf
method for AGPWFC instances through ILP techniques. As said in the previous chapter,
both the AGPW and the AGPFC can be cast as an AGPWFC, justifying why we focus
on the latter. In Section 3.5, we present how the management of the witness set is done
and, in the following section, we discuss the selection of guard candidates. Section 3.7
gathers all the algorithmic information presented previously and describes the complete
algorithm for the AGP. Finally, we illustrate the step by step of the algorithm with an
example, where a polygon from our benchmark instances is resolved to optimality in a
few iterations.
3.2 Solving the AGPW
The resolution of an AGPW on D allows for the discovery of a new lower bound for the
AGP, since fully covering P requires at least as many guards as the minimum sufficient to
cover the points in D ⊂ P . However, despite being a simplification of the original AGP
problem, we are still dealing with an infinite number of potential guard positions, which
does not allow for a direct reduction to the set cover problem. Thus, our approach is
based on discretizing the guard candidate set, creating an AGPWFC instance from our
original AGPW. To do this, we apply Theorem 2.1, presented in Section 2.4.
From Theorem 2.1, one concludes that there exists an optimal solution for AGPW(D)
in which all the guards are in Light AVPs of the arrangement induced by D. Besides,
as every vertex of an AVP can see at least the same set of witnesses observed by the
points inside it, we can state that there is an optimal solution G where each point in G
belongs to the set VL(D) of all vertices from the light AVPs of Arr(D) (see in Figure 3.9
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an example where a vertex of a Light AVP can see more witnesses than the points inside
it). Therefore, an optimal solution for AGPW(D) can be obtained simply by solving
AGPWFC(D, VL(D)), as illustrated in the example of Figure 3.1. As seen before, the
latter problem can be modeled as an ILP, where the numbers of constraints and of variables
are polynomial in |D|. This follows, as mentioned in Section 2.1, from the fact that the
number of AVPs (and vertices) in Arr(D) is bounded by a polynomial in |D| and |P |.
Algorithm 2 shows a pseudo-code of the AGPW resolution method.
Algorithm 2 AGPW(D)
1: Arr(D)← construct the arrangement from the visibility polygons of the points in D
2: VL(D)← identify the vertices of the light AVPs of Arr(D)
3: C ← VL(D)
4: Solve AGPWFC(D, C): set Gw ← optimal solution of AGPWFC(D, C)
5: return Gw
As will be shown in Section 3.6, the guard candidate set used in the implemented
algorithm for the AGP is not actually equal to VL(D). The final set C includes additional
points and, depending on the discretization strategy used, may employ points from CL(D),
which are located in the interior of light faces, instead of the ones in VL(D).
3.3 Solving the AGPFC
As we now know how to generate dual bounds for the AGP, the next task is to com-
pute good upper bounds for the problem. A possible way to achieve this is through the
resolution of an AGPFC instance in which the guard candidate set is known to cover
the polygon. Under this condition, an AGPFC solution is always viable for the original
problem.
In contrast to what was discussed regarding the AGPW, we now have a finite number
of guard candidates and an infinite number of points to be covered. Therefore, a direct
resolution method using a reduction to an SCP is not possible. To circumvent this,
our algorithm discretizes the original AGPFC instance, relying on what Theorem 2.4
establishes. Theorem 2.4 shows that an optimal solution for the AGPFC may be obtained
through the resolution of an AGPWFC instance, provided it fully covers P . Whenever
an optimal solution for the simplified version (AGPWFC) leaves uncovered regions in
P , additional work is required. To guarantee that we attain an optimal solution for the
AGPFC, we will employ here a technique designed by Couto et al. [14] to solve the AGPV,
a special case of the AGPFC where C = V , but which may be used to handle the general
case without significant changes.
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Figure 3.1: Algorithm 2: (a) AGPW(D); (b) The light AVPs of Arr(D); (c) The guard
candidate set; (d) An optimal solution G ⊆ VL(D) for AGPW(D).
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Initially, consider that we have a finite witness set D. Using the guard candidate set
C, we can create and solve the AGPWFC(D,C) instance. If the solution fully covers the
polygon, we have satisfied the hypothesis of Theorem 2.4 and, consequently, we have an
optimal solution for the AGPFC. Otherwise, there are regions of the polygon that remain
uncovered. We now update the witness set, adding new points within the uncovered
regions, denoted CU(G), and repeat the process.
As demonstrated in [14] by Couto et al., the iterative method for solving the AGPFC
converges in polynomial time. To clarify this point, consider Theorem 2.2 and its proof.
This theorem states that constructing D by choosing only one point within each AVP of
Arr(C) is enough to ensure the whole coverage of P . As the number of AVPs is polynomial
(see Section 2.1) and we iteratively construct D by choosing witnesses in the interior of
uncovered AVPs of Arr(C), it is straightforward that the number of iterations is bounded
by the polynomial complexity of Arr(C). Although the convergence time for AGPFC is
theoretically guided by this complexity, Couto et al. showed throw extensive experiments
that, in practice, the number of necessary iterations is much lower. Moreover, it can even
be argued that it suffices to select one point from each shadow AVP of the arrangement
induced by C (see Theorem 2.3). Figure 3.2 shows how the algorithm for the AGPFC
iteratively adds new witnesses in different AVPs until the polygon is fully covered.
A pseudo-code for the algorithm employed to solve the AGPFC is shown in Algo-
rithm 3.
Algorithm 3 AGPFC(C)
1: Df ← initial witness set
2: repeat
3: Solve AGPWFC(Df , C): set Gf ← optimal solution
4: if Gf does not fully cover P then
5: Df ← Df ∪ CU(Gf )
6: end if
7: until Gf fully covers P
8: return Gf
3.4 Solving the AGPWFC (SCP)
Having reduced the AGPW and the AGPFC into AGPWFC instances in order to obtain
the desired bounds, the objective becomes solving the latter efficiently. Since AGPWFC(D,
C) can be easily reduced to an SCP, where the witnesses in D are the elements to be cov-
ered and the visibility polygons of the guard candidates in C are the subsets considered,
we will make use of the ILP formulation for SCP presented in Section 2.2.
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Figure 3.2: Algorithm 3: A sequence of AGPWFC(D,C) instances is generated until
a viable solution for the AGP is obtained.
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A simple and straightforward approach would be to directly use an ILP solver, such as
xpress, cplex or glpk, since even large instances of the (NP-hard) SCP can be solved
quite efficiently by many modern integer programming solvers. However, as observed in
our experiments, some AGP instances can generate significantly complex and very large
SCP instances, rendering the solvers less efficient. For this reason, some known techniques
were implemented to improve the solvers’ running time. Among these, the most effective
consisted in the reduction on the number of constraints and variables in the initial model.
The method used for reducing constraints and variables is based on containment re-
lationships between columns (guard candidates) and between rows (witnesses) of the
Boolean constraint matrix corresponding to the ILP model of the SCP instance.
Firstly, we search for and discard redundant guard candidates (columns). A guard
candidate gr is redundant if there is another candidate that covers the same witness set
as gr. For this step, we divide all guard candidates into groups, according to the light
AVP they belong to. Guard candidates from the same AVP are then tested pairwisely for
redundancy, and, when one is found, the corresponding column (variable) is removed from
the original matrix (ILP). Here there is a considerable advantage when solving AGPW
instances. Recall that when lower bounds are computed, the witness set D remains fixed
while the guard candidates are points (possibly vertices) of the light AVPs of Arr(D).
In this case, there is usually a great number of points from a given light AVP that
covers the same subset of witnesses. Actually, despite degenerate cases, all but one of the
corresponding variables are redundant in the SCP instance, i.e., we are left with a single
candidate from each light AVP. This considerably reduces the size of the guard candidate
set.
Figure 3.3 shows three examples where the guard set is reduced employing the pro-
cedure just described. In the picture on the left, only one candidate from the light AVP
remains represented in the ILP matrix. The second picture displays the special case
where one candidate (in the intersection of three light AVPs) remains necessary. In the
last example, despite the fact that the remaining two candidates watch the same wit-
nesses, our implementation maintains both of them in the final set because the method
employed analyzes each AVP separately, not testing candidates from different faces of the
arrangement.
After the removal of columns, we also test each pair of rows in search for removable
ones. We say that a row represents an easy witness w whenever the set of guard candidates
that see w properly contains the whole set of candidates that are visible to some other
witness. Figure 3.4 illustrates the removal of easy witnesses.
It is important to notice that the test for redundant candidates (columns) and easy
witnesses (rows) can be performed simply by using very fast bit string operations.
Besides conducting matrix reduction, our algorithm also uses an initial Lagrangian
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Figure 3.3: Examples of AGPWFC instances where the column reduction procedure was
applied, showing the removed guard candidates (gray) and the remaining ones (blue).
Figure 3.4: Examples of AGPWFC instances where the row reduction procedure was
applied, showing the removed witnesses (gray) and the remaining ones (red).
Heuristic (LH) with the goal of finding good viable solutions, possibly optimal, for the
AGPWFC. A simplified description of the Lagrangian Heuristic applied is presented in
Section 2.2.
After running LH, we have a reduced ILP matrix, a viable solution and an upper bound
for the AGPWFC. All this information was used in our implementation to improve the
efficiency of the ILP solver. Algorithm 4 summarizes the steps for solving the AGPWFC
instance, using matrix reduction and a Lagrangian Heuristic.
3.5 Witness Management
The witnesses selected during the execution of our algorithm play an important role in
the search for optimal solutions for the AGP. The witness set D is not only decisive for
producing good lower bounds through the resolution of AGPW(D), but it is crucial to
find tight upper bounds, since the candidate set C of AGPFC(C) is constructed from
Arr(D). In this context, choosing D wisely may lead to a lower gap between the bounds
and, consequently, to a lower number of iterations of Algorithm 1.
Recall that, before the first iteration of Algorithm 1, an initial witness set is chosen
and, in the following ones, it gets suitably updated (line 5). In this section, we present
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Algorithm 4 AGPWFC(D,C)
1: M ← Boolean matrix of the SCP model constructed using D and C
2: R← matrix obtained from M after applying the reduction procedure
3: Set I ← SCP instance associated to R
4: Solve I using LH
5: Set LBSCP ← best lower bound found for I by the subgradient method
6: Set Gv ← best viable solution found for I by the primal heuristic
7: Gs ← Gv
8: if |Gs| 6= LBSCP then {LH was not able to prove optimality}
9: Solve I using an ILP solver with the primal bound Gv
10: Set Gs ← optimal solution found for the ILP model
11: end if
12: return Gs
all the initialization alternatives that were considered since our first work [34] and, after
this, we discuss how the set D is updated.
The first initialization choice, called All-Vertices (AV), consists in using all vertices of
the polygon as witnesses, i.e., D = V . Besides the easy construction of this set, it was
confirmed in tests that the coverage of such points is usually a good start for covering the
whole polygon.
In an attempt to begin with a smaller number of witnesses, we also considered initial-
izing D with only the convex vertices of P . This strategy is referred to as the Convex-
Vertices (CV) initialization. The reason for reducing the initial witness set lies on the fact
that a smaller set D is likely to lead to a lower number of visibility polygon calculations,
to a less complex visibility arrangement and, consequently, to a simpler SCP model. In
addition, we decided to choose only convex vertices because the reflex ones are usually
more exposed due to its wider visibility angle.
The third alternative is based on a work by Chwa et al. [12]. In this paper, a polygon P
is defined to be witnessable when there exists a finite witness set W ⊂ P with the property
that any set of guards that covers W must also cover the entire polygon. The authors also
present an algorithm that computes a minimum witness set for a polygon whenever it is
witnessable. The method for constructing this minimum witness set consists in placing
a witness in the interior of every reflex-reflex edge of P and on the convex vertices of
every convex-reflex edge. The terms convex and reflex here refer to the interior angles at
a vertex or at the endpoints of an edge. Based on these selection criteria, we devised our
third discretization method, called Chwa-Points (CP), which assembles the initial witness
set for our algorithm from the midpoints of all reflex-reflex edges and all convex vertices
from convex-reflex edges.
It follows from the results in [12] that, when the Chwa-Points discretization is used
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for a witnessable input polygon, our AGP algorithm will find an optimal solution in a
single iteration. However, as observed in our experiments, non-witnessable polygons are
the norm. In fact, among our random benchmark instances, they constitute the vast
majority.
Finally, an additional discretization was created based on CP, in an attempt to improve
the results previously obtained. In this strategy, called Chwa-Extended (CE), besides all
points from CP, we also include all reflex vertices of P in the initial discretization.
An example of each one of the four discretization strategies implemented is presented
in Figure 3.5. Notice that, when characterizing vertices of a hole, the terms convex and
reflex have their meaning inverted.
Figure 3.5: Examples of the initial set D when using each one of the following discretiza-
tion strategies: (a) All-Vertices (AV); (b) Convex-Vertices (CV); (c) Chwa-Points (CP);
(d) Chwa-Extended (CE).
Let us now focus on the updating process of the witness set throughout the algorithm.
This procedure takes place in two different occasions: while solving an AGPFC instance
(in line 5 of Algorithm 3) and when jumping to the next iteration of the AGP algorithm
(line 8 of Algorithm 1). In the first case, as presented in Section 3.3, new witnesses are
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positioned considering the current solution of AGPWFC(Df ,C). Here, we add to Df one
point placed in the interior of each uncovered region, which (as explained in Section 3.3)
is enough to guarantee the convergence of the AGPFC resolution method. See Figure 3.6
for an example.
Figure 3.6: Solution of an AGPWFC instance (left); New witnesses chosen (violet) for
the next iteration of the AGPFC algorithm (right).
On the other hand, a deeper analysis is necessary when dealing with the update
procedure of the main algorithm, because, as discussed at the beginning of this section,
the selection of D affects all significant parts of the technique. In a summarized form,
the better the choice of a new set of points for inclusion into the witness set, the better
the lower and the upper bounds obtained would be and, consequently, the faster the
convergence.
In essence, the process consists of adding points from the uncovered regions arising
from the solution of the previous AGPW instance. Our first attempt was to imitate the
strategy adopted by the AGPFC algorithm and to position one new witness inside each
uncovered region. However, our experiments later showed that the inclusion of only these
points were not sufficient to lead the algorithm to good performance and convergence.
The shortfall was traced to the absence of new points on the boundary of the polygon,
which proved to be useful to the evolution of the bounds obtained. Therefore, whenever
an edge of an uncovered region is found to be contained on the boundary of the polygon,
its vertices and its midpoint are also selected to increment the witness set throughout
the iterations. These points along with an interior point of each uncovered region form
the whole set M of new witness. Note that the selection of midpoints in this procedure
is arbitrary and, in general, can have a better or worse effect than choosing any other
non-extreme point of the segment. Figure 3.7 displays an example of how this updated
procedure works.
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Figure 3.7: Solution of an AGPW instance (left); New witnesses chosen (violet) for the
next iteration of the AGP algorithm (right).
3.6 Guard Candidate Management
After constructing the arrangement induced by the set of witnesses D and identifying
the corresponding light AVPs, our algorithm is able to build the guard candidate set C.
This set must be built in such a way that guarantees that an optimal solution G for
AGPW(D) is contained in C. After solving AGPW(D), C is maintained and also used
in AGPFC(C), contributing to the discovery of a new upper bound. In this section, we
present, in details, how these candidates are selected.
Since our first published work [34], two different discretization strategies for C have
been experimented. Both of them follow the idea presented in Theorem 2.1 and construct
C using at least one point from each existing light AVP, thereby ensuring that AGPW(D)
is optimally solved. In addition, as using only points from Light AVPs may not guarantee
the existence of a solution that covers the entire polygon (a necessary requirement for the
AGPFC solvability), both strategies also include all vertices of P (V ⊂ C).
Our first strategy, named Boundary-Guards (BG), contains, besides the vertices of
P , all points from VL(D) (C = V ∪ VL(D)). This discretization was originally the only
method used for choosing C in the two papers that describe our algorithm [34, 33].
However, recall that the arrangement does not grow linearly with the number of wit-
nesses in D. This way, in our experiments with large polygons, the tasks which depend
on C, such as the computation of visibility between pairs of points, become increasingly
time consuming. For example, in a simple polygon with 5000 vertices, we may have to
compute more than 100 million visibility tests between candidates and witnesses in a
single iteration.
In this context, a new discretization with a lower number of guard candidates was
experimented in [17]. This time, the points from VL(D) were not included in C. The
idea, named Center-Guards (CG), was to replace the vertices of a given light AVP by an
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internal point of it, reducing the number of these candidates by a factor of at least 3. For
an example of BG and CG strategies, see Figure 3.8.
Figure 3.8: Examples of the guard candidate set C when using each of the following
discretizations: Boundary-Guards (BG) (left); Center-Guards (CG) (right);
One must though be careful when implementing this second discretization. As seen
in the AGPW instance shown in Figure 3.9, two or more Light AVPs can intersect at a
point. If we blindly followed the idea of CG discretization, we would choose the centroid
of each of the AVPs as candidates, what would lead to a non-optimal solution for the
corresponding AGPWFC instance. In this case, the vertex where the intersection occurs
should be chosen to be part of C, since it is able to guard all witnesses watched by the
light AVPs that are incident to it. If we look more carefully, we will see that Figure 3.9
actually exemplifies a degeneracy case, where the vertex itself is a light AVP and should
be identified as an interior point of its own.
Figure 3.9: AGPW instance where it is not possible to find an optimal solution using
only interior points of faces that are light AVPs as guard candidates.
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3.7 Resulting Algorithm
Once each of the main steps of the algorithm is understood, we are able to describe how
these parts fit together to comprise the complete algorithm. Algorithm 5 sums up how
the process as a whole works.
Algorithm 5 AGP(P )
1: D ← initial witness set {see Section 3.5}
2: Set LB← 0, UB← n and G∗ ← V
3: loop
4: Solve AGPW(D): set Gw ← optimal solution and zw ← |Gw| {see Section 3.2}
5: if Gw is a coverage of P then
6: return Gw
7: end if
8: LB← max{LB, zw}
9: if LB = UB then
10: return G∗
11: end if
12: C ← VL(D) ∪ V (or CL(D) ∪ V ) {see Section 3.6}
13: U ← CU(Gw) {one additional point per uncovered region}
14: Df ← D ∪ U
15: Solve AGPFC(C), using Df : set Gf ← optimal solution and
zf ← |Gf | {see Section 3.3}
16: UB← min{UB, zf} and, if UB = zf then set G∗ ← Gf
17: if LB = UB then
18: return Gf
19: end if
20: D ← D ∪ U ∪M {see Section 3.5}
21: end loop
It is important to notice that the set of guard candidates used in the AGPW resolu-
tion is actually the set C from the AGPFC(C) instance solved on Line 15. This means
that the AGPW resolution is actually the first iteration of the AGPFC algorithm (Algo-
rithm 3). Thus, all information obtained during the solution of AGPW(D) can be reused
for AGPFC(C), which improves the performance of the implementation.
Another relevant aspect of this algorithm is that information on bounds may be used
throughout the iterations in order to skip unnecessary steps. For instance, if an upper
bound UB was found in a previous iteration and a new AGPFC instance is being solved,
whose current solution is not lower than UB, then we may stop the AGPFC resolution
before obtaining an optimal solution since the upper bound can not be improved.
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Figures 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12 illustrate the execution of the AGP algorithm on an or-
thogonal polygon. Note that, even though the final solution of Figure 3.12 was not feasible
for the AGP (due to the uncovered region in picture (f)), it was able to raise the lower
bound to 7, proving that the solution found in Figure 3.11 is actually optimal.
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Figure 3.10: Solving the AGPW (lower bound): (a) An orthogonal polygon; (b) the
initial witness set D (Convex-Vertices); (c) the arrangement Arr(D) and the light AVPs;
(d) the guard candidate set C; (e) witnesses and guard candidates forming an instance of
AGPWFC(D,C); (f) the solution to AGPW(D).
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Figure 3.11: Solving the AGPFC (upper bound): Iterations of AGPFC(C)
resolution. (a,c,e) Updated witness set Df ; (b,d,f) the optimal solution to
AGPWFC(Df , VL(D) ∪ V ); (f) a viable solution to the AGP.
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Figure 3.12: Solving the AGPW (lower bound): (a) The new witness set D; (b) the
arrangement Arr(D) and the light AVPs; (c) the guard candidate set C; (d) witnesses and
guard candidates forming an instance of AGPWFC(D,C); (e) the solution to AGPW(D);
(f) region not covered by current AGPW solution.
Chapter 4
Implementation and Computational
Results
The algorithm described in the last chapter was implemented, enabling us to measure
its quality. In this chapter, we explain how the implementation was done and how the
experiments were conducted. Following this, we show a summary and an analysis of our
results, including a comparison with other state-of-the-art techniques.
4.1 Implementation
Our implementation of the algorithm presented in Chapter 3 went through several changes
since its first release. Such modifications, which included the employment of new routines,
data structures and decisions, substantially improved the performance of our software. In
this dissertation, we highlight the three versions that were the most widely tested and
whose results were part of papers we submitted for publication. An analysis of these
versions is important to show different stages of the project and how the implementation
has matured.
Our first version was completed in late 2012 and was reported on a conference pa-
per [34]. Shortly after that, in the first half of 2013, a second version was produced and
described in our full paper [33]. The third (and latest) version was developed during a
two-month internship in which I visited the Technische Universita¨t Braunschweig (TUBS),
in Germany, under the supervision of Professor Dr. Alexander Kro¨ller. During this visit,
I collaborated with researchers from the Algorithms Group (ALG) headed by Professor
Dr. Sa´ndor P. Fekete. Their contributions to the research on the AGP include [5, 26, 19]
(see Section 1.2 for a brief description). Our new implementation is described in a survey
on algorithms for Art Gallery Problems submitted for publication in 2013 [17], as a joint
work between researchers from UNICAMP and TUBS. In the subsections that follow, we
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describe each of these three implementations.
4.1.1 I1: Implementation for the first paper [34]
Our implementation tested for paper [34], here called I1, was straightforward, effective
and reliable, even though the code was not deeply investigated for possible optimizations.
The major drawback of I1 was that it was not capable of solving the AGP on polygons
with holes. Despite this, it was tested in a great variety of polygon classes, where we were
able to prove its robustness.
This version, as well as the subsequent two, was coded in the C++ programming lan-
guage and used the Computational Geometry Algorithms Library (cgal) [11] to benefit
from visibility operations, arrangement constructions and other geometric tasks. In addi-
tion, I1 employed the xpress Optimization Suite [36] library to solve the integer programs
that model the AGPWFC (SCP) instances, as discussed in Section 3.4.
Since the algorithm is iterative, some care was necessary to avoid recomputation of
certain types of structures, especially those related to the cgal library, which normally
have considerable computational cost. This situation happens, for example, when com-
puting visibility polygons of witnesses or candidates. Firstly, notice that, besides being
important for computing the arrangement and verifying the coverage of P , in our code,
visibility polygons are also employed in the construction process of the ILP matrix to
test visibility between guard candidates and witnesses. This task is performed by execut-
ing point location routines from cgal to verify if a given witness is (or not) inside the
visibility polygon of a guard candidate. Knowing this, to be able to properly construct
the ILP matrix, our technique needs to obtain the visibility polygons of all current guard
candidates. However, during the iterations, the set C of guard candidates is variable and
not necessarily incremental, changing according to Arr(D). This means that points may
be removed from C and then, in a future iteration, be included again. Thus, to avoid
recomputing visibility polygons, a hash table containing those already calculated was im-
plemented. Furthermore, as this table also stores visibility data of witnesses, our code
could take advantage of cases where points belong, at the same time, to sets D and C.
Another situation where the management of computed structures is of great impor-
tance is in the arrangement construction. Recall that our algorithm computes optimal
solutions for the AGPW using a guard candidate selection procedure based on Arr(D). At
each iteration of our algorithm, this arrangement must be updated following the changes
in the witness set D (see Section 3.5). Since D is affected only by the addition of new
witnesses, in order to obtain the current arrangement, our code just needs to compute the
overlay between the previous and the one induced solely by the new witnesses. This idea
saves a lot of time because it avoids the reconstruction of the whole arrangement, which
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gets more and more complex over the iterations.
Moreover, an implementation detail that is worth mentioning is the use of exact arith-
metic as provided by cgal. In this exact mode, the coordinates of all points are repre-
sented as quotients of integers. While the vertices of the input polygon usually have small
numerators and denominators, the same can not be ensured about the points computed
during the algorithm. These new points, which are derived from operations like intersec-
tion of lines or centroid calculations, have representations that keep growing larger. As a
consequence, any arithmetic operation with such numbers becomes very time consuming,
severely deteriorating the algorithm’s overall performance. To brake or even cancel the
continuous increase of these representations, our solution was to modify our implemen-
tation of the witness update method. Our initial strategy, which consisted in including
the centroids of triangles or midpoints of diagonals from uncovered regions, was amended
by choosing simpler witnesses. Since (for the correctness of our algorithm) it is irrelevant
which point within an uncovered region is chosen, the new idea was to truncate the repre-
sentation of these points as much as possible, while ensuring that they remain within the
given region. Preliminary experiments showed that this technique is able to dramatically
reduce the size of representations and to ensure a higher stability of our code over the
iterations. Figure 4.1 presents an example of this simplification procedure.
Figure 4.1: Example of the fraction simplification procedure where an initial witness (red)
placed in the interior of an uncovered region is turned into another with a much smaller
representation (violet).
In [34], I1 was tested on more than 1400 instances with up to 1000 vertices and
obtained optimal solutions for all of them, something not achieved by any other AGP
solver presented in literature at that time.
4.1.2 I2: Implementation for the second paper [33]
After I1, we focused our attention in producing a code capable of solving polygons with
holes. Furthermore, important optimizations were made to the code, greatly improving
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the performance of the solver and leading to a second version I2, which was reported
in [33]. Some of the most effective changes consisted in:
1. cutting short the AGPFC procedure (Algorithm 3) whenever the general upper
bound found for the AGP had the same cardinality as the current AGPWFC solu-
tion, allowing it to skip to the next iteration of Algorithm 5;
2. reversing the point of view of visibility testing from the perspective of the guards to
that of the witnesses (fewer in number, in our approach), avoiding the computation
of many visibility polygons and reusing those already required for setting up the
arrangement. Notice that the ILP matrix construction remained the same and
changed little on how the algorithm works;
3. caching visibility information based on pairs of points already tested, reducing the
number of point location operations. To achieve this, we implemented a new hash
table where the key corresponds to a pair of points and the value is true if the
two points are visible to each other and false otherwise. As a result, in cases of
recomputation, a simple table search became enough to verify visibility between
pairs of points, instead of being necessary to repeat a point location operation
between a visibility polygon and a point;
4. removing redundant lines and columns from the original SCP matrix (see Section 3.4
for details);
5. applying Lagrangian Heuristic to find viable solutions for SCP instances, helping
the ILP solver to find optimal solutions faster (see Section 3.4 for details);
6. reusing information from previous iterations. For instance, if a lower bound LB for
the AGP instance has been established, Algorithm 2 can be halted when solving a
new AGPW(D) instance as soon as a primal solution with cardinality LB is found
for the corresponding SCP instance in line 4 (for instance, using the Lagrangian
Heuristic). This follows from the fact that LB was obtained by solving an AGPW(S)
instance, for some S ⊂ D. Another interesting situation happens when solving an
AGPWFC instance inside the iterative algorithm for the AGPFC (Algorithm 3).
Since, in this procedure, witnesses are added and never removed, we can guarantee
that the solution of the previous AGPWFC instance is a lower bound for the next
instance.
As seen later in Section 4.4.1, I2 represented a great improvement in performance when
compared to I1. In [33], polygons with up to 2500 vertices were tested and solved to
optimality in a matter of minutes.
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I2 is currently freely available in the website of our project [16], to be used by the
scientific community. However, as the ILP solver employed in I1 (xpress) is a proprietary
software, we included in I2 the possibility of using a free solver to facilitate further tests
and comparisons of our techniques with new algorithms. The free package of choice was
the glpk (GNU Linear Programming Kit) [24], a set of routines written in the ANSI C
programming language and organized in the form of a callable library. Although switching
to a non-commercial solver is expected to lead to some degradation in performance, it
remains a handy means for benchmarking future research on the subject.
4.1.3 I3: Implementation for the third paper [17]
In the second half of 2013, I was invited by Professors Alexander Kro¨ller and Sa´ndor
Fekete to study for two months at TUBS and assist in experimenting and writing a
Survey on AGP algorithms. During this period, I took the opportunity to make changes
in the code of I2 and improve the previous solver, giving rise to I3. In this context,
the future visibility package of cgal, developed during the Google Summer of Code of
2013 under the supervision of Dr. Michael Hemmer, which is also part of the research
group of TUBS, was used in our implementation. Moreover, after learning more about the
different kernels of cgal, which defines how coordinates and structures are constructed
and represented, the previous Cartesian kernel was replaced by the lazy-exact kernel. The
lazy-exact kernel guarantees the viability of the AGP solutions obtained, but, whenever
possible, avoids the computation with exact arithmetic, which saves time. To implement
the improvements described in this paragraph, we benefited from the help by researchers
from TUBS, who have vast knowledge and a long experience with the cgal library.
Besides the changes on the geometric side, some other ideas were implemented. One
of those was to postpone the computation of an upper bound (solving the AGPFC) to
the time that a good lower bound and, consequently, a “good” set of guard candidates is
obtained. This way, it is expected that the number of AGPFC instances solved during
the execution is severely reduced, which also decreases the overall running time.
Furthermore, the hash table created in I2, with the results of visibility between pairs
of points already tested, was modified (see Item 3 of the list of improvements presented
in Section 4.1.2). In this new version, the key of the hash table is a guard candidate
g and the associated value is a vector containing the visibility test result (true or false)
between g and the t first witnesses included in D, where t is the size of D in the last
iteration that g was a candidate. This new storage mode was only possible because, as
explained before, a witness is never removed from D, making it easy to maintain an index
to each one of them. As a result, a drastic decrease was observed in the number of hash
operations executed during the construction of the ILP matrix.
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Other features implemented in I3 included the possibility of using cplex as an ILP
solver option and the creation of the guard discretization strategy called Center-Guards
(CG), where a smaller number of candidates is initially chosen (see Section 3.6).
The implemented optimizations contributed to a more robust code, as it is possible to
see in Section 4.4.1. For an illustration, I3 is now able to solve simple polygons with up
to 5000 vertices in less than 20 minutes, while I2 had difficulty in solving polygons half
that size.
4.2 Computational Environment
As shown in the previous section, three versions of our algorithm were developed dur-
ing this Master’s project. The first two of them, I1 and I2, were experimented for our
conference [34] and full [33] papers, respectively. The tests were conducted in the Lab-
oratory of Optimization and Combinatorics (LOCo) at UNICAMP. All the experiments
were performed on standard PCs featuring an Intel R© CoreTM i7-2600 at 3.4 GHz, 8 GB of
RAM and running GNU/Linux 3.2.0, where the solvers were linked with versions 3.9 of
cgal, 7.0 of xpress and 4.52 of glpk. To achieve accurate time measurements, all tests
were run in isolation, i.e., no other process was being executed concomitantly. Lastly,
each process was given a time limit of 60 minutes, after which, the instance was con-
sidered unsolved and the program was terminated. To facilitate mentioning this set of
configurations and characteristics throughout this chapter, we refer to this environment
as M1.
On the other hand, for the experiments performed while writing the survey on algo-
rithms for the AGP [17], the computational environment of the Algorithms Group (ALG)
at TUBS was the one chosen. For this survey, all of our three implementations (I1, I2 and
I3) were tested. This time, the programs ran on PCs with an Intel R© CoreTM i7-3770 at
3.4 GHz and 16 GB of RAM. The operating system was a GNU/Linux distribution with
kernel version 3.11.0. and the AGP solvers were now linked with releases 4.0 of cgal,
12.5 of cplex and again 7.0 of xpress. As in M1, all tests were done in isolation, but
now each execution had a run time limit of only 20 minutes. The environment described
in this paragraph is called M2.
4.3 Instances
A specific implementation may have different levels of difficulty in solving a polygon
depending on its own characteristics or even on the input’s particulars. Based on this,
we sought to test our technique with an extended experimentation testbed, from various
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sources, comprised of polygons of multiple classes and sizes, in order to be able to stress
the algorithm’s robustness. In total, more than 2800 instances were collected.
Below we present a detailed description of the 6 classes of polygons employed in our
experimentation.
4.3.1 Simple
This class refers to random simple polygons (without holes). In our experiments, simple
instances were selected from two sources: Couto et al. [14] and Bottino et al. [10].
Those from Couto et al. were generated by a special purpose procedure available
in cgal. Essentially, this procedure starts by distributing the vertices of the polygon
uniformly in a given rectangle and applies the method of elimination of self-intersections
using 2-opt moves. In total, we experimented 630 instances from this source, with polygons
ranging from 20 to 5000 vertices. For each existing size, 30 instances were considered.
In contrast, the instances obtained from Bottino et al. are based on the Delaunay
triangulation of a set of points randomly distributed in a square region. From this source,
we tested all the 250 polygons available, which contain between 30 and 60 vertices. In
addition, except for 170 polygons of 30 vertices used for preliminary tests in [10], all other
instances are subdivided by size in groups of 20 polygons each.
4.3.2 Orthogonal
This class comprises random polygons generated respecting the property that all edges
are parallel to the x-axis or y-axis. Once again, the works of Couto et al. [14] and Bottino
et al. [10] were used as sources.
In both works, the instances were generated devoid of collinear edges on an n2 × n2
unit square grid, in accordance to the method described in [32]. The difference between
them lies in the code employed for generating the polygons and in the size range used.
Bottino et al. resorted to a code supplied by the authors of [32] and produced 80 polygons
with sizes 30, 40, 50 and 60 (20 polygons per size). Meanwhile, Couto et al. developed
their own program and generated 630 polygons from 20 to 5000 vertices, 30 for each size.
4.3.3 Simple-simple
The simple-simple class comprises the instances where the boundary and all the holes are
simple polygons generated with the method by Couto et al. described in Section 4.3.1.
Two similar implementations were employed to produce these instances. In the first
one, denoted here GB, the process works as follows: after creating the outer boundary
for a random simple polygon with holes, consider that we are left with v vertices to be
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distributed among h holes. After generating a random uniform partition of v into h parts,
we iteratively generate the h holes in the following way. At each iteration, we randomly
select a point in the interior of the polygon around which we center an isothetic square
entirely contained inside the polygon. This square is then stretched in each of the four
orthogonal directions, chosen in random order, by λD where λ is a stretch factor randomly
picked from the interval [0.25, 0.75] and D is the maximum elongation within the polygon
in that direction. A hole is then created, within this placeholder rectangle, having its
number of vertices chosen from one of the unused parts of the previously mentioned
random partition of v. Here, for an instance with a total of n vertices, n/4 of them were
assigned to the outer boundary and 3n/4 of them distributed among n/10 holes. The
range [100, 500], with step size 100, was used for the number of vertices of the polygons
and a total of 30 polygons of each size were produced.
On the other hand, in the second technique, denoted GD, a maximal placeholder
rectangle is constructed at each iteration so that the chosen random interior point c is
one of its vertices. After this, the algorithm randomly selects a new hole size and generates
a simple polygon to be inserted in the randomly stretched placeholder. One peculiarity of
this generator is that two holes are allowed to intersect, in which case, they merge into a
single hole. Similarly to the previous generator, for an instance with a total of n vertices,
the outer boundary has roughly n/4 of them, while the remainder are distributed among
the resulting n/10 holes. With GD, 30 instances were created for each of the following
sizes: 200, 500, 1000, 2000 and 5000.
4.3.4 Ortho-ortho
This class refers to instances where boundary and holes are product of the orthogonal
generator developed by Couto et al. (see Section 4.3.2). To populate this class, we used
GD technique, already employed in the generation of simple-simple polygons. This time,
a total of 240 instances were generated and equally divided in 8 different sizes, ranging
from 100 to 5000 vertices.
4.3.5 von Koch
This class of polygons was created in Couto et al.’s work [14] based on a modified version
of the von Koch curve. The fractal is generated, starting with a square, by iteratively
replacing randomly chosen edges as shown in Figure 4.2, where a¯r = s¯t = u¯b and s¯r =
t¯u = 3/4a¯r. The operation is repeated until the number of vertices of the polygon reaches
the desired size. In our experiments, we tested a total of 540 von Koch instances, from
20 to 5000 vertices. For each size considered, 30 instances were collected.
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Figure 4.2: Levels of edges based on the modified von Koch curve.
4.3.6 Spike
The spike polygons were introduced in the work of Kro¨ller et al. [26]. To generate them,
star-shaped polygons are created consisting of a central octagon, to which random spikes
that can be guarded from the octagonal center are added. Each spike instance is the
overlay of several such star-shaped pieces. Due to its generation method, the optimal
solution for a spike polygon is always known and consists in placing one optimal guard
in the center of each octagonal created. Observe that the algorithm employed allows for
the existence of holes, which may increase the challenges of solving this type of instance.
From this class, 210 instances were selected and divided in subgroups by size, which vary
between 60 and 5000 vertices. Each of these subgroups consists of 30 polygons.
Figure 4.3 presents an example of each one of the previously described classes of
polygons. In addition, Table 4.1 summarizes how the collection of experimented instances
is composed.
4.4 Results and Analysis
After describing our code, testing environments and instances, it is now time to discuss
our results. In this section, we make an analysis on the performance and robustness of
the algorithm outlined in Chapter 3 and show how the solution has evolved through time.
In this context, we also present the parameters employed and how they affect the overall
performance of our implementation.
Even though the latter paper [17] introduced the implementation of I3, which is an
optimization of I2 and, consequently, of I1, results prepared for earlier papers [34, 33]
(using only I1 or I2) are also shown in this section to characterize the behavior of the
algorithm. The reason for this is the limitation on the number of experiments performed
in [17], since the survey had to deal with multiple versions of algorithms. As an example
of this limitation, only 5 out of the 21 existing sizes of polygons (200, 500, 1000, 2000,
5000) were experimented in the survey. Furthermore, it was not possible to test all 4
strategies for the initial witness set discretization (described in Section 3.5).
In this context, so as to facilitate our narration, we say that a set of results was ob-
tained with the experimental configuration E(Ix,My) if the corresponding experiments
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Figure 4.3: Examples of instances from different classes. (a) Simple; (b) Orthogonal; (c)
Simple-simple; (d) Ortho-ortho; (e) von Koch; (f) Spike.
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Class Source Sizes experimented Instances Number ofper size instances
Simple
From [10] 30 170 170(preliminary)
From [10] 30, 40, 50, 60 20 80
From [14]
20, 40, 60, 80,
30 630
100, 200, 300, 400, 500,
600, 700, 800, 900, 1000,
1250, 1500, 1750, 2000,
2250, 2500, 5000
Orthogonal
From [10] 30, 40, 50, 60 20 80
From [14]
20, 40, 60, 80,
30 630
100, 200, 300, 400, 500,
600, 700, 800, 900, 1000,
1250, 1500, 1750, 2000,
2250, 2500, 5000
Simple-simple
From [33] (GB) 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 30 150
From [33] (GD) 200, 500, 1000, 30 1502000, 5000
Ortho-ortho From [33] 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 30 2401000, 2000, 5000
von Koch
From [14]
20, 40, 60, 80,
30 540100, 200, 300, 400, 500,600, 700, 800, 900, 1000,
1250, 1500, 2000, 5000
Spike From [26] 60, 100, 200, 500, 30 2101000, 2000, 5000
Total 2880
Table 4.1: Summary of instances
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were performed with implementation Ix in environment My. Not all experimental con-
figurations E(Ix,My) were tested with the same groups of instances and only a small
portion of the data collected is actually displayed in this dissertation.
4.4.1 General Results
As said before, our method was examined in three opportunities [34, 33, 17]. In [34], for
example, E(I1,M1) was tested and, for every one of the 1440 hole-free polygons (with
hundreds of vertices) from various classes gathered from the literature, optimal solutions
were attained in just a few minutes of computing time. In our second paper [33], a great
improvement was seen in the algorithm implementation (I2), which proved being capable
of solving polygons with more than 2000 vertices. In this opportunity, 2440 instances
were tested with E(I2,M1), including polygons with holes, and I2 achieved an optimality
rate of more than 98%. Just to clarify, the optimality rate here means the percentage of
instances from the total in which the optimality gap equaled zero and, therefore, a proven
optimal solution was obtained.
Finally, in the AGP Survey [17], I1, I2 and a new version I3 were experimented on 900
instances in environment M2. The joint experimentation provided a direct comparison and
verification of the improvement occurred during the Master’s project. In this occasion,
I3 showed to be very successful, being able to optimally solve 768 polygons, including
instances with 5000 vertices, in runs of less than 20 minutes. Table 4.2 displays the
optimality rates achieved by I1, I2 and I3.
The results in Table 4.2 evince two big steps in our headway. From I1 to I2, besides
a considerable improvement in the optimality rate, we became able to solve polygons
with holes, greatly increasing the range of treatable classes. Subsequently, from I2 to I3,
a remarkable performance improvement was conquered, as evidenced by the resolution
of polygons of 5000 vertices. These polygons have twice the size of the previous largest
instances already treated by AGP solvers, fact achieved by I2 in [33].
In order to confirm this analysis, we collected information about the time necessary
to find optimal solutions. Table 4.3 shows the average time needed to solve simple,
orthogonal and von Koch polygons, considering only instances where optimal solutions
were found by all three implementations. From this table, one can see that the average
time of I2 can be about 5 times smaller than I1, as verified in results of von Koch polygons
with 500 vertices. The difference is even greater when analyzing I2 against I3, which is
capable of solving, on average, orthogonal polygons of size 1000 almost 22 times faster than
I2. But which of the implementation upgrades (presented in Section 4.1.3) is responsible
for this great improvement? To help answering this question, Figure 4.4 brings the time
spent by the last two implementations in each of the major tasks of our algorithm, when
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Class Source n Optimality Rate (%)I1 I2 I3
Simple From [14]
200 100.00 100.00 100.00
500 100.00 100.00 100.00
1000 96.67 100.00 100.00
2000 6.67 50.00 100.00
5000 0.00 0.00 100.00
Orthogonal From [14]
200 100.00 100.00 96.67
500 100.00 96.67 93.33
1000 100.00 100.00 100.00
2000 70.00 90.00 100.00
5000 0.00 0.00 93.33
Simple-simple From [17] (GD)
200 - 100.00 100.00
500 - 83.33 100.00
1000 - 0.00 100.00
2000 - 0.00 46.67
5000 - 0.00 0.00
Ortho-ortho From [33]
200 - 96.67 100.00
500 - 83.33 100.00
1000 - 3.33 96.67
2000 - 0.00 33.33
5000 - 0.00 0.00
von Koch From [14]
200 100.00 100.00 100.00
500 96.67 100.00 100.00
1000 46.67 100.00 100.00
2000 0.00 0.00 100.00
5000 0.00 0.00 0.00
Spike From [26]
200 - 100.00 100.00
500 - 100.00 100.00
1000 - 96.67 100.00
2000 - 96.67 100.00
5000 - 0.00 100.00
Table 4.2: Optimality Rates of I1, I2 and I3 in environment M2.
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Class Source n Average Time (sec)I1 I2 I3
Simple From [14]
200 7.31 3.63 0.75
500 67.81 32.82 2.96
1000 358.97 158.73 9.18
Orthogonal From [14]
200 4.10 2.72 0.37
500 30.06 19.61 1.49
1000 189.41 111.40 5.22
von Koch From [14]
200 11.12 3.54 1.20
500 158.53 31.88 7.80
1000 767.01 186.49 52.81
Table 4.3: Average Time of I1, I2 and I3 in environment M2.
dealing with simple polygons of 1000 vertices.
In the chart from Figure 4.4, it is easy to see that I3 has advantage in all of the
verified stages, but mainly in three of them. From the visibility computation results, it
was possible to prove the high quality of the new algorithm employed to execute this
specific task, which will be part of future versions of cgal. On the other hand, the
enhancement in the ILP procedure can be credited possibly to the use of cplex instead
of xpress but specially to the tactic designed to reduce the number of AGPFC resolutions
to fewer iterations. Finally, the impressive difference verified in the Matrix setup time
must be assigned to the new hash table with visibility information (see Section 4.1.3 for
details), which greatly reduced the number of table searches.
After reviewing the evolution of our implementation, let us focus on the overall be-
havior of our algorithm on instances from all available classes. To perform this analysis,
we display Table 4.4, which has information obtained with E(I3,M2). In this table, we
can find results of optimality rate, average number of guards in optimal solutions, aver-
age number of iterations required to achieve convergence and average time spent for each
subgroup of polygons.
Clearly, some classes of polygons seem easier than others: orthogonal polygons tend
to take less time than simple or von Koch polygons. The latter are clearly the hardest
ones: within the average time taken to solve a von Koch instance of 1000 vertices, we
were able to solve simple polygons of double that size. In the same vein, except for spike
polygons, it is evident that polygons with holes are at least an order of magnitude harder
than their hole-free counterpart.
Besides using average time information as a measurement of the difficulty in solving
different groups of instances, we can also analyze performance in a broader manner using
a boxplot chart, as presented in Figure 4.5. The chart provides run time information on
polygons of 1000 vertices when using E(I3,M2). One can see that, in addition to usually
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Class Source n Optimality Guards Iterations Time (s)Rate (%)
Simple From [14]
200 100.00 25.97 3.83 0.75
500 100.00 63.20 4.60 2.96
1000 100.00 126.57 5.57 9.95
2000 100.00 249.23 7.33 48.29
5000 100.00 624.37 9.13 538.26
Orthogonal From [14]
200 96.67 28.90 4.00 0.37
500 93.33 73.54 5.00 1.51
1000 100.00 147.90 5.73 5.22
2000 100.00 296.37 7.10 21.18
5000 93.33 743.39 7.71 123.07
Simple-simple From [33] (GD)
200 100.00 24.90 5.07 6.58
500 100.00 59.13 6.53 61.37
1000 100.00 118.20 8.53 373.15
2000 46.67 234.43 8.86 1133.13
5000 - - - -
Ortho-ortho From [33]
200 100.00 24.97 5.90 9.37
500 100.00 62.17 8.10 101.29
1000 96.67 127.14 9.79 402.61
2000 33.33 259.20 10.50 1182.93
5000 - - - -
von Koch From [14]
200 100.00 14.00 2.97 1.20
500 100.00 32.23 2.83 7.99
1000 100.00 56.80 3.03 59.19
2000 100.00 122.37 4.07 329.33
5000 - - - -
Spike From [26]
200 100.00 6.87 2.03 0.47
500 100.00 9.77 2.10 2.03
1000 100.00 11.97 2.13 22.20
2000 100.00 15.07 2.07 14.93
5000 100.00 30.00 2.03 32.85
Table 4.4: Optimality rate, average cardinality of optimal guard sets, average number of
iterations and average time spent results with E(I3,M2).
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Figure 4.4: Average time spent in each of the major tasks of the technique when solving
simple polygons of 1000 vertices.
having longer average time results (see Table 4.4), the resolution of simple-simple and
ortho-ortho polygons also presents a larger time variance in comparison to other classes.
As an example, while there is an ortho-ortho polygon of 1000 vertices that can be solved
in about 50 seconds, there is another from the same group which practically requires
the full 20 minutes available to achieve a zero optimality gap. In contrast, when solving
simple and orthogonal instances, there is a small time range and, as a consequence, the
average is closer to the median and also to the quartiles.
Other interesting conclusions can be drawn by analyzing Table 4.4. See that the
number of guards in the optimal solutions seems to grow linearly with the size of the
polygons. This somehow suggests that the generators worked well and were consistent,
keeping the same relative complexity in instances regardless of their sizes. Also surprising
is the sublinear growth of the number of iterations required to achieve optimal solutions.
In the case of simple polygons, while the size increased 25 times (200 to 5000), the number
of iterations less than tripled (3.83 to 9.13). This information attests to the quality of the
algorithm, independently of its implementation, showing that it can quickly converge to
optimal solutions.
In addition, we must highlight the special behavior of the algorithm when solving spike
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Figure 4.5: Run time information of E(I3,M2) for polygons of 1000 vertices.
polygons. If we increase the size of these instances, the number of iterations required
remains constant. Moreover, it is clear that the resolution time of the spike instances
grows very slowly. As a consequence, with the time used to solve the entire subgroup
of spike polygons of 5000 vertices, we can not solve a single instance of the same size
from classes ortho-ortho or simple-simple. The explanation for this situation lies in the
generation method of these instances. As seen in section 4.3, a spike polygon is generated
so that each guard of the optimal solution is within an octagon, which is then cut by
several thin rectangles called spikes. In our resolution method, when using our main
discretization strategies (whose results are discussed in Section 4.4.2), the light AVPs are
normally located exactly inside these octagons, making it very easy to find the necessary
set of guard candidates.
Even though our work focuses in obtaining proven optimal solutions to the AGP, in
practical cases, solutions with slightly higher cardinality are considered good enough. In
this context, we created Table 4.5 to help us understand how good is the quality of the
AGP solutions when the maximum time limit is reached. Table 4.5 shows the percentage
of instances where the final optimality gap was less than or equal to an integer d, which
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varies from 0 to 4. In case d = 0, we again have the percentage of proven optimal solutions
obtained by I3 in M2. As for the case of d = 1, for example, in addition to considering
all instances with proven optimal solutions, we also included those whose final number of
guards was only one unit above the lower bound computed.
To simplify our analysis of Table 4.5, cases where the value in column d is higher than
in column d − 1 are marked in bold. We see that changes according to d happen in 3
different types of polygon: orthogonal, simple-simple and ortho-ortho. In the specific case
of the orthogonal class, our method obtained solutions with gap less than or equal to 1
for all instances. Meanwhile, for simple-simple and ortho-ortho instances, we observe a
gradual improvement when the optimality gap is continuously relaxed (up to d = 4).
Finally, it is worth mentioning that d = 4 actually corresponds to the maximum
optimality gap found in our experiments if we consider only instances where there was
enough time for computing at least one viable solution (and one upper bound). This set of
data suggests that our method for discovering viable guard sets is able to achieve results
quite close to the optimum of the AGP. At the same time, the large amount of instances
with no upper bound obtained within 20 minutes also indicates that implementation I3
takes too much time to find such solutions, which can be partially attributed to our
decision to postpone the AGPFC resolution and, consequently, the computation of upper
bounds (see Section 4.1.3).
4.4.2 Witness Management
As explained in Section 3.5, four different discretization strategies were developed to
construct the initial witness set D. In our first paper [34], all four strategies were tested
with E(I1,M1) and results revealed significant changes in performance depending on the
option adopted. In Tables 4.6 and 4.7, the average number of iterations and time spent
(respectively) are displayed.
Table 4.6 reports some relevant information. Among them, we can see that, for the
Simple and Orthogonal classes, CP usually needs a lower number of iterations to find
optimal solutions than other discretization options. The quality of CP was somewhat
expected, since it corresponds to a placement of witnesses that ensures the whole coverage
of a witnessable polygon (see Section 3.5). However, an unforeseen fact is that CP was
even able to achieve better iteration results than CE, which constructs a superset of
the one initially produced by CP. On the opposite side, CV, which chooses only convex
vertices of P , obtained, in most cases, the worst results. When considering solely von
Koch polygons, a lot changes and AV becomes the option that needs less iterations.
If we consider now the average time results displayed in Table 4.7, we are led to
new conclusions. As expected, CP remains with the best results when treating simple
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Class Source n
Percentage of instances with
optimality gap less than or equal to
0 1 2 3 4
Simple From [14]
200 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
500 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
1000 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
2000 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
5000 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Orthogonal From [14]
200 96.67 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
500 93.33 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
1000 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
2000 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
5000 93.33 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Simple-simple From [17] (GD)
200 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
500 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
1000 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
2000 46.67 60.00 70.00 76.67 80.00
5000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Ortho-ortho From [33]
200 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
500 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
1000 96.67 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
2000 33.33 50.00 83.33 86.67 86.67
5000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
von Koch From [14]
200 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
500 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
1000 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
2000 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
5000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Spike From [26]
200 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
500 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
1000 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
2000 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
5000 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Table 4.5: Percentage of executions with I3 in M2 within different optimality gaps.
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Class Source n IterationsAV CV CP CE
Simple
From [10]
30 1.50 1.55 1.45 1.50
40 1.25 1.40 1.15 1.10
50 1.45 1.70 1.55 1.35
60 1.55 1.80 1.20 1.40
From [14]
100 2.53 2.63 1.80 1.87
200 2.83 3.10 2.47 2.50
500 3.83 3.93 3.97 3.80
1000 4.70 4.67 4.47 4.57
Orthogonal
From [10]
30 1.38 1.38 1.14 1.10
40 1.50 1.75 1.45 1.35
50 1.55 1.65 1.45 1.45
60 1.80 1.90 1.40 1.55
From [14]
100 2.80 2.57 2.37 2.33
200 3.33 3.30 2.93 2.97
500 4.50 4.37 3.73 3.80
1000 5.40 5.87 5.00 5.43
von Koch From [14]
100 1.57 1.70 1.60 1.77
200 2.13 2.13 2.33 2.00
500 2.03 2.20 2.43 2.13
Table 4.6: Average number of iterations (main loop) until an optimal solution is found
for each initial discretization strategy with E(I1,M1).
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Class Source n Time (sec)AV CV CP CE
Simple
From [10]
30 0.22 0.17 0.19 0.22
40 0.32 0.25 0.23 0.29
50 0.61 0.43 0.42 0.58
60 0.91 0.79 0.54 0.84
From [14]
100 3.03 2.29 1.72 2.12
200 11.84 9.04 7.09 9.88
500 114.51 78.62 65.64 103.60
1000 926.39 554.24 408.71 718.93
Orthogonal
From [10]
30 0.14 0.12 0.12 0.13
40 0.21 0.18 0.17 0.20
50 0.28 0.26 0.23 0.28
60 0.41 0.35 0.30 0.38
From [14]
100 1.34 1.09 0.95 1.17
200 5.99 4.99 3.95 4.86
500 68.01 41.31 30.85 42.46
1000 297.50 233.82 155.00 235.35
von Koch From [14]
100 2.26 1.44 1.62 2.60
200 30.90 17.21 25.32 32.86
500 1064.08 256.77 595.89 1639.80
Table 4.7: Average running time until an optimal solution is found for each initial dis-
cretization strategy with E(I1,M1).
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and orthogonal polygons, but, in contrast to Table 4.6, the CV strategy is the second
best, despite it obtained some of the worst results in number of iterations. Even more
impressive are the outcomes relative to von Koch polygons. In this case, even though
AV has the lowest number of iterations, CV was the one with the best results, with a
significant advantage over CP, the second best option.
From this analysis, we conclude that, despite being important, the number of iterations
is not necessarily the decisive factor in the final performance of the method. The CV
strategy was not able to achieve good iteration results, but it was usually the first or
second best option in run time. The fact that CV also creates a set D of quality but
with smaller size than the other options, reduces the number of visibility polygons to
be calculated, the arrangement complexity, the number of point location operations and,
not least, the complexity of SCP instances generated. All this consequences have a deep
impact in the performance of the program and permits CV to compete with CP. This
situation is better visualized in von Koch polygons, where the arrangements are usually
more complex and require more computational time from geometric tasks.
In more recent experiments, performed for the survey [17], CV and CP were again
put to the test. This time, we analyzed the performance of I3 instead of I1, what gave
us the possibility of experimenting on polygons with holes. The results, displayed in
Table 4.8, proved once again that no strategy can be the best in all cases. While CP
has now obtained the best results solving ortho-ortho and simple-simple polygons, CV
showed a great advantage when dealing with von Koch and spike classes. In the special
case of spike polygons, the average time of CV was orders of magnitude smaller than its
competitor’s. As for testing with simple and orthogonal instances, the dispute seemed
more equal, with a slight advantage in optimality rate for CV, which is apparently able
to scale better.
These new performance results allow us to reach to some conclusions. From them, it
can be argued that using only convex vertices as initial witnesses works better with our
third implementation I3 than with I1. A possible reason for this is that I3 employed a
new mode to decide whether to solve or not an AGPFC instance at a given iteration. In
I3, we only solve an AGPFC instance if the resolution of the current AGPW was unable
to improve the previous lower bound for the AGP (see more in Section 4.1.3). This idea
avoids the computation of unnecessary AGPFCs, which are very common when using
smaller witness sets, as proposed by CV.
Moreover, the great advantage in applying CV instead of CP to solve spike polygons
is probably due to the shape of the holes in these instances. As shown in Figure 4.3,
practically all vertices of holes are reflex, which implies in CP choosing a large number
of midpoints of edges as initial witnesses, normally unnecessary to the resolution of spike
polygons. For all these outcomes, the CV strategy is today considered the default option
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Class Source n
Optimality Time (sec)Rate (%)
CV CP CV CP
Simple From [14]
200 100.00 100.00 0.75 0.62
500 100.00 100.00 2.96 2.68
1000 100.00 100.00 9.95 10.19
2000 100.00 100.00 48.29 51.92
5000 100.00 93.33 506.63 498.56
Orthogonal From [14]
200 96.67 96.67 0.37 0.34
500 93.33 93.33 1.51 1.36
1000 100.00 100.00 5.22 4.63
2000 100.00 100.00 21.18 18.48
5000 93.33 83.33 120.73 117.46
Simple-simple From [33] (GD)
200 100.00 100.00 6.58 4.50
500 100.00 100.00 61.37 42.21
1000 100.00 100.00 373.15 408.47
2000 46.67 46.67 1026.13 1019.32
5000 0.00 0.00 - -
Ortho-ortho From [33]
200 100.00 100.00 9.37 6.33
500 100.00 100.00 101.29 86.57
1000 96.67 96.67 402.61 275.14
2000 33.33 43.33 1083.98 930.56
5000 0.00 0.00 - -
von Koch From [14]
200 100.00 100.00 1.20 1.54
500 100.00 100.00 7.99 12.14
1000 100.00 100.00 59.19 88.06
2000 100.00 100.00 329.33 700.48
5000 0.00 0.00 - -
Spike From [26]
200 100.00 100.00 0.47 1.09
500 100.00 100.00 2.03 12.22
1000 100.00 100.00 22.20 183.15
2000 100.00 100.00 14.93 353.38
5000 100.00 33.33 26.03 947.73
Table 4.8: Optimality rate and average time results for CV and CP discretization strate-
gies with E(I3,M2).
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for our implementation.
4.4.3 Guard Candidate Management
Recall that, in Section 3.6, we discussed about two different strategies for constructing the
guard candidate set C at each iteration of our algorithm. The first idea (BG), implemented
in I1, consists in choosing all vertices from Light AVPs (VL(D)) and from P , while the
second (CG), which was introduced in I3, constructs C by choosing one interior point
from each light AVP (CL(D)) and again all vertices of P . Table 4.9 shows results that
allow a performance comparison between the traditional method and the new one with
E(I3,M2).
Firstly, if we analyze solely the optimality rates displayed in Table 4.9, we can see
that CG achieved equal or better results than BG in 5 out of 6 classes of polygons. The
only exception occurred in Orthogonal polygons, where BG was clearly able to converge
better and obtained optimal solutions for all the 150 instances considered.
The superior quality of CG strategy over BG is again verified when considering the
run time data of the comparison table. Although both techniques achieved similar results
when solving smaller instances, CG was capable of scaling better and had a material
advantage in performance on the largest ones. The verified efficiency in solving larger
polygons was certainly one decisive factor for CG obtaining a better optimality rate.
The reason for the good results of CG is directly linked to the smaller guard candidate
set generated. This fact leads to a lower number of geometric operations and also to
smaller ILP models, which saves time. The encouraging outcomes obtained turned this
new approach into our default option for guard candidate discretization.
4.4.4 SCP Resolution
In the algorithm presented in Chapter 3, the resolution of SCP instances plays a very
important role. In the technique, each AGPW or AGPFC instance suffers a reduction to
the AGPWFC, which can be seen as a geometric interpretation of the SCP. Thus, reducing
the time needed to solve these instances directly results in improving the program as a
whole. Figure 4.6 illustrates the percentage of time spent solving ILPs with each of our
implementations in M2.
In I1, the task of solving SCPs was entrusted only to ILP solvers. However, in some
experiments, we observed complex cases where even modern solvers were having trouble
in finding optimal solutions. After this, in I2, techniques for reducing the ILP matrix
were implemented, along with a Lagrangian Heuristic (LH). This heuristic, based in a
work by Beasley on Lagrangian Relaxation [6] (see Section 2.2 for details), was used with
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Class Source n
Optimality Time (sec)Rate (%)
CG BG CG BG
Simple From [14]
200 100.00 100.00 0.75 0.67
500 100.00 100.00 2.96 2.96
1000 100.00 100.00 9.95 11.10
2000 100.00 100.00 48.29 53.03
5000 100.00 93.33 504.63 633.12
Orthogonal From [14]
200 96.67 100.00 0.37 0.41
500 93.33 100.00 1.51 1.71
1000 100.00 100.00 5.22 5.66
2000 100.00 100.00 21.18 24.14
5000 93.33 100.00 123.07 144.45
Simple-simple From [33] (GD)
200 100.00 100.00 6.58 6.22
500 100.00 100.00 61.37 54.16
1000 100.00 96.67 285.47 285.35
2000 46.67 13.33 598.82 967.43
5000 0.00 0.00 - -
Ortho-ortho From [33]
200 100.00 100.00 9.37 8.23
500 100.00 100.00 101.29 88.42
1000 96.67 93.33 338.75 319.04
2000 33.33 6.67 729.23 841.84
5000 0.00 0.00 - -
von Koch From [14]
200 100.00 100.00 1.20 1.14
500 100.00 100.00 7.99 9.57
1000 100.00 100.00 59.19 76.49
2000 100.00 100.00 329.33 483.34
5000 0.00 0.00 - -
Spike From [26]
200 100.00 100.00 0.47 0.42
500 100.00 100.00 2.03 2.15
1000 100.00 100.00 22.20 22.04
2000 100.00 100.00 14.93 16.92
5000 100.00 100.00 32.85 47.00
Table 4.9: Optimality rate and average time results for CG and BG guard candidate
selection strategies with E(I3,M2).
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Figure 4.6: Percentage of time used in ILP resolution with each of our three implemen-
tations in M2, when solving simple polygons with 1000 vertices.
the purpose of replacing the ILP solver or at least helping it by providing a good initial
viable solution.
To verify the heuristic contribution to implementation I2, a group of instances was
tested in M1 in two different modes, one employing the Lagrangian Heuristic and the other
without it. In addition, the same experiment was performed considering two different
solvers: xpress and glpk. The outcomes, recently published in [33], are summarized in
Figures 4.7 and 4.8.
In the charts, a clear difference is observed in the benefit provided by the LH, de-
pending on the ILP solver. From xpress results, we can see a considerable advantage
in performance when using the Lagrangian Heuristic on simple and orthogonal polygons.
However, when looking to results employing glpk, it is harder to visualize the same effect,
even though the version with LH won in 14 out of the 20 subgroups experimented. This
difference in behavior between ILP solvers is possibly due to the fact that xpress takes
more advantage from viable solutions provided by the LH than glpk.
Another important issue to consider here is that changing the way SCPs are solved
also implies that different solutions can be found for the same AGPWFC instance. When
this happens, distinct uncovered regions are produced, permanently affecting the future
decisions of the algorithm. In instances where this occurs, it is not unusual to see sig-
nificant differences in performance. Consider, for example, the polygon of 900 vertices
called “randsimple-900-4.pol”. For this instance, the resolution time using glpk plus LH
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of average run time with E(I2,M1) when using Lagrangian
Heuristic or only xpress on simple (top) and orthogonal (bottom) polygons.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of average run time with E(I2,M1) when using Lagrangian
Heuristic or only glpk on simple (top) and orthogonal (bottom) polygons.
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is 3260.54 seconds, while the time employing only glpk is 1559.54 seconds. However, the
average time found for the subgroup of simple polygons with 900 vertices is lower for the
version with LH (418.80 seconds against 452.29 seconds).
The same kind of experiment was repeated in the survey [17], using I3 with cplex.
This time, however, it was evidenced that the heuristic has difficulty to scale. As illus-
trated in Table 4.10, in the largest subgroups of each class, the heuristic was only capable
of (slightly) improving the performance on spike polygons, which, as discussed before,
are part of a very specific set of instances. The likely reason for this is the difficulty in
obtaining proven optimal solutions for SCP instances with thousands of variables and
constraints. In these situations, the time spent by the heuristic is considerably higher and
the solution found not good enough to help cplex.
As a final conclusion on the Lagrangian heuristic, we can argue that the advantage
of using it depends on the size and the class of the instance and also on the ILP solver
available to the user. However, since our objective is to solve instances increasingly larger
and in the shortest amount of time, the current default version of our technique does not
apply the LH.
4.5 Comparison With Other Techniques
In recent years, as discussed in Section 1.2, other algorithms were proposed for the AGP.
During this Master’s project, we compared our achievements with some of these tech-
niques. In this section, we first analyze the differences between Bottino et al.’s method [10]
and ours and then perform a complete comparison with the algorithm of Kro¨ller et al. [26],
based on results obtained from the survey on algorithms for the AGP [17].
4.5.1 Comparison with Bottino et al.’s technique [10]
In 2011, Bottino and Laurentini proposed a heuristic for the original AGP [10], aiming to
produce good viable solutions with an efficient method. The technique was experimented
and obtained promising results, including some optimal solutions. In the paper, the
authors compared their technique with the one by Amit et al. [2] and claimed that their
method was able to achieve better results.
Upon learning about this work, we decided to try our I2 version with exactly the same
instances used by Bottino and Laurentini and compare our findings. The experiments were
done using all simple and orthogonal instances from Bottino et al., which vary between 30
and 60 vertices (see Section 4.3 for details). Table 4.11 summarizes the results, showing
two types of information: average number of guards and average run time.
In our tests, I2 was able to find proven optimal solutions for all instances, meaning that
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Class Source n
Optimality Time (sec)Rate (%)
cplex +LH cplex +LH
Simple From [14]
200 100.00 100.00 0.75 0.60
500 100.00 100.00 2.96 2.66
1000 100.00 100.00 9.95 9.78
2000 100.00 100.00 48.29 59.75
5000 100.00 33.33 415.64 937.62
Orthogonal From [14]
200 96.67 96.67 0.37 0.32
500 93.33 93.33 1.51 1.45
1000 100.00 96.67 5.05 5.17
2000 100.00 100.00 21.18 30.26
5000 93.33 93.33 123.07 352.79
Simple-simple From [33] (GD)
200 100.00 100.00 6.58 5.81
500 100.00 100.00 61.37 57.00
1000 100.00 96.67 285.47 499.82
2000 46.67 6.67 820.79 1008.05
5000 0.00 0.00 - -
Ortho-ortho From [33]
200 100.00 100.00 9.37 14.69
500 100.00 100.00 101.29 146.37
1000 96.67 90.00 282.12 357.71
2000 33.33 0.00 - -
5000 0.00 0.00 - -
von Koch From [14]
200 100.00 100.00 1.20 1.03
500 100.00 100.00 7.99 6.51
1000 100.00 100.00 59.19 33.74
2000 100.00 100.00 329.33 356.94
5000 0.00 0.00 - -
Spike From [26]
200 100.00 100.00 0.47 0.41
500 100.00 100.00 2.03 1.73
1000 100.00 100.00 22.20 11.62
2000 100.00 100.00 14.93 11.51
5000 100.00 100.00 32.85 30.94
Table 4.10: Optimality rate and average time results when using or not the Lagrangian
Heuristic to help cplex with E(I3,M2).
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Class n Number of Guards Time (sec)Method [10] I2 Method [10] I2
Simple
30 4.20 4.20 1.57 0.14
40 5.60 5.55 2.97 0.10
50 6.70 6.60 221.92 0.24
60 8.60 8.35 271.50 0.27
Orthogonal
30 4.60 4.52 1.08 0.04
40 6.10 6.00 9.30 0.07
50 7.80 7.70 6.41 0.12
60 9.30 9.10 81.95 0.16
Table 4.11: Comparison between the method of Bottino et al. [10] and I2.
the column with average number of guards found by our method actually contains optimal
values. Knowing this, we can conclude that the heuristic by Bottino and Laurentini was
able to find good solutions, but not always optimal. Except for simple polygons with 30
vertices, the heuristic did not manage to find the best possible solutions for all polygons
of a subgroup. Looking more carefully, we can notice a growing gap between the average
number of guards from both techniques as the size of the instances increases.
Besides comparing the quality of the solutions, it is also important to evaluate the
time needed to find them. To this end, Table 4.11 exhibits the computing times for
the two methods. It is important to notice though that the experiments were done in
different environments, which invalidates a direct comparison of performance between the
techniques. While our tests were conducted in environment M1, with machines featuring
an Intel R© CoreTM i7-2600 at 3.40 GHz and 8 GB of RAM, the researchers of [10] performed
their experiments on an Intel R© Core2TM processor at 2.66 GHz and with 2 GB of RAM.
Despite this, Table 4.11 shows that the average run time of our technique to compute
proven optimal solutions for the AGP is orders of magnitude smaller than the time used
by the heuristic. At least it seems safe to say that this large disparity in computing times
can not be entirely attributed to hardware and software differences.
4.5.2 Comparison with Kro¨ller et al.’s technique [26]
In 2009, a group of researchers from Germany proposed a new technique based on linear
programming, called here BS1, to solve a fractional version of the AGP [5]. Over the
years, the idea has evolved and was modified, becoming a practical option for computing
high quality solutions to the original problem [19] (see Section 1.2 for a summary of the
technique). From these changes, two new implementations emerged, one in 2012, called
BS2, and the current one, named BS3. For this reason, we decided to compare their
techniques with ours. This was made possible thanks to my internship in TUBS, where
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we worked in straight collaboration with the authors of [5, 19].
In the experiments performed during this internship, the three implementations from
UNICAMP (I1, I2 and I3) were tested along with three different versions of TUBS: BS1,
BS2 and BS3. These tests were conducted in environment M2 using 900 polygons from the
following classes: simple, orthogonal, von Koch, simple-simple, ortho-ortho and spike. It
is important to remember that, in M2, each instance was allowed to run for a maximum of
20 minutes and, after this, was considered unsolved. Table 4.12 summarizes the optimality
rate results obtained, where the columns are in chronological order of implementation.
Note that columns I1, I2 and I3 are just copies of the ones already displayed in Table 4.2
and are repeated here to facilitate our analysis.
From Table 4.12, it is clear that both lines of thought have improved over time. As
discussed in Section 4.4.1, our implementations became able to solve polygons with holes
and can now solve instances with up to 5000 vertices. On the other hand, those from
Kro¨ller et al. managed to greatly improve the optimality rates. The initial version, which
tried to solve the AGP using only LP, got a small number of proven optimal solutions,
while the latest obtained more than 90% of optimality for hole-free polygons with 1000
vertices.
Moreover, if we analyze all techniques at once, we can see what appears to be an
algorithms race, with the latest techniques overcoming the achievements of the previous
ones. Our first implementation, for example, was able to resolve a far greater number of
instances than TUBS’ first (BS1) and had a close dispute with their second version. After
this, our version I2, produced during the first semester of 2013, achieved great results in
optimality rate, surpassing those obtained by the German release of 2012 (BS2). I2 was
also capable of obtaining better optimality results than TUBS’ current implementation
(BS3) on instances of smaller size. However, when increasing the size to thousands of
vertices, BS3 was distinctly superior.
Finally, when comparing the optimality rate obtained by the current versions of both
research groups (I3 and BS3), one can conclude that I3 has a significant advantage, being
far more robust than its opponent. While I3 was able to obtain 100% optimality in 21
out of 30 subgroups, the version from TUBS only achieve this for 4 subgroups.
To get a deeper insight into the differences in behavior of the latest two techniques,
we also developed a running time comparison between them, using results of all polygon
classes. This comparison is shown in Figure 4.9. For a fairer analysis, the average times
in the charts only considered values of instances resolved by both I3 and BS3.
In Figure 4.9, it is easy to see that BS3 was faster in solving simple-simple, ortho-ortho
and von Koch polygons. On the other hand, I3 was more efficient with simple polygons
and meaningly better when dealing with orthogonal and spike instances. In the specific
case of the spike class, I3 was about 20 times faster than BS3 to solve the instances with
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Class Source n Optimality Rate (%)BS1 BS2 I1 I2 BS3 I3
Simple From [14]
200 20.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 96.67 100.00
500 3.33 76.67 100.00 100.00 96.67 100.00
1000 0.00 70.00 96.67 100.00 90.00 100.00
2000 0.00 36.67 6.67 50.00 60.00 100.00
5000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 26.67 100.00
Orthogonal From [14]
200 16.67 96.67 100.00 100.00 96.67 96.67
500 3.33 86.67 100.00 96.67 93.33 93.33
1000 0.00 70.00 100.00 100.00 86.67 100.00
2000 0.00 46.67 70.00 90.00 70.00 100.00
5000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 93.33
Simple-simple From [33](GD)
200 3.33 93.33 - 100.00 86.67 100.00
500 0.00 76.67 - 83.33 60.00 100.00
1000 0.00 3.33 - 0.00 13.33 100.00
2000 0.00 0.00 - 0.00 0.00 46.67
5000 0.00 0.00 - 0.00 0.00 0.00
Ortho-ortho From [33]
200 10.00 83.33 - 96.67 86.67 100.00
500 0.00 53.33 - 83.33 53.33 100.00
1000 0.00 16.67 - 3.33 16.67 96.67
2000 0.00 0.00 - 0.00 0.00 33.33
5000 0.00 0.00 - 0.00 0.00 0.00
von Koch From [14]
200 36.67 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
500 10.00 100.00 96.67 100.00 93.33 100.00
1000 0.00 100.00 46.67 100.00 96.67 100.00
2000 0.00 83.33 0.00 0.00 86.67 100.00
5000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Spike From [26]
200 70.00 100.00 - 100.00 96.67 100.00
500 60.00 100.00 - 100.00 100.00 100.00
1000 80.00 3.33 - 96.67 100.00 100.00
2000 83.33 0.00 - 96.67 100.00 100.00
5000 0.00 0.00 - 0.00 96.67 100.00
Table 4.12: Optimality Rate of our implementations and AGP Solvers from [26] in envi-
ronment M2.
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Figure 4.9: Performance comparison between I3 and BS3 in M2 when solving the following
classes: (a) Simple; (b) Orthogonal; (c) Simple-simple; (d) Ortho-ortho; (e) von Koch; (f)
Spike. Here, only fully solved instances are considered.
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5000 vertices.
Through all results presented, one can conclude that the methods from TUBS have
a natural difficulty in converging to a proven optimal solution and that this problem
can not be totally assigned to the code performance. While some positive results where
observed in run time, the optimality rate of BS3 was not able to follow it. For illustration,
BS3 needed an average time of 164.65 seconds to solve simple-simple polygons with 1000
vertices (26% percent less than I3), but the optimality rate for this subgroup was only
13.33%, far below the results using I3, when all 30 instances were solved within the
imposed time limit. In the case of our method, the evolution mostly occurred due to
optimizations on routines and changes in some internal decisions of the algorithm. It
seems that our technique, since its first release, tends to find the optimal solution in
almost all cases and the low optimality observed in larger instances is directly related to
the maximum run time imposed in the testing environment.

Chapter 5
Conclusions
In this dissertation, we studied applying ILP modeling to optimally solve the Art Gallery
Problem, an NP-hard problem in the Computational Geometry field. As a result, an
algorithm was designed that iteratively discretizes the original problem to find lower and
upper bounds while seeking an optimal solution for the AGP.
To allow its correct evaluation, our algorithm was coded and had its implementation
modified and optimized through time. In total, we experimented our technique on more
than 2800 instances from different sources and classes of polygons. Our methodology
proved capable of optimally solving polygons with up to 5000 vertices in less than 20
minutes each, something not imagined a few years ago.
In order to demonstrate the quality of our solution, we also compared our results
with those produced by other state-of-the-art techniques. These comparisons revealed a
significant advantage when using our technique, which proved to be far more effective,
faster and more robust than all the others. These results encouraged us to release an
implementation of our algorithm that does not require any proprietary software library
on the web page of our project [16]. By doing so, we expect to contribute to future
research on the topic, since it is now possible for new techniques to be directly tested and
compared to our software package.
Besides providing a robust code for solving the AGP, our work also lead to four papers
on the subject, two of which have already been published [7, 34] and two recently submit-
ted [33, 17]. Some of these studies provided a strong interaction with other researchers on
the topic, as was the case of the survey on algorithms for the AGP [17], produced in part-
nership with a group from TUBS, in Germany. This interaction was important for two
reasons: it introduced me to an internationally recognized research group and expanded
the relationships between researchers from UNICAMP and TUBS, enabling other future
joint works as well.
To conclude, despite the high quality results achieved by our technique, there is cur-
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rently no proof of the method’s convergence. It remains a future challenge to study ad-
ditional geometric properties that may assist in designing a strategy that leads to proven
convergence of the method. In addition, we hope that research on other variants of the
AGP can also benefit from the work done in this project.
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